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This report

. INTRODUCTION

s a summary and an evaluation of an eiqhL

day institute e titled "Springboards to Learning" which was

conducted in Mesa, Arizona, Aug st 18-27, 1976. The institute

was designed for involvem nt of both educator and community

participants in a mutual effort to increase familiarity with

and achieve competricies in the effective implementation of

career education kthin'the local schools and community.

The institute, under the direction of Dr. Carolyn Raymond,

was a highly stru-tured training program built around desirT'

participant competencies and an active participati-- mode.

Over 179 educators, community leaders, parent leader , and

student leaders were involved in the institute. Another 4,200

students were involved in follow-up activities of

through field trips and various classr__

e in..titute

in Stutem-

ber. The inst tute was cooperatively ffinanced through thr==,

sources: National Alliance of Busine Arizona State

ment of Education--Career Ed ration Division, and the Me

Public Schools. The successful completion of the institute is

evidence as to how three organizations with si-ilar interests

can Cooperatively work together to bring about their desiied

outcomes. Members of the 'iesa Public Schools Career Education

4
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Business and industry Council were also extremely supportive

in the institute in obtaining aommuiiihy reso t s For the institute

and as participant leaders.

The instructional approach to the institute was based upon

the following principles of effective tr-ining aetiviti-,-.

Designed as objective based instruction
which allows focus, preassessment, and
evaluation to determine effectiveness of
training activities.

Modeling of effective instructional procedures by
the trainers.

Built around a set of single concepts and know-
ledge areas with opportunities for partici-
pants -tlo interact with the knowledge or skill.

Allowing time for participants to esbnbli _

how they will use the new learning and
implement it in their setting.

Incorporation into the training program oE
learning principles such as: revealing ob-
jectives, promoting perceived purpose, pro-
viding appropriate practice, feedback, and
insuring active participant involvement.

Designed around a multi-media, multi-disci-
plinary approach, with a variety of instruc-
tional methodologies and grouping strategies.

The following sections of this r,,port present: the purposes

f thn institute evaluation plan, staff, participants, facili-

ties, descrip tion oE sessions , and evaluation of the institJite.

2



I , PURPOSES OF THE INSTITUTE

The "Springboards to Lea ning" institute, as mentioned,

a highly stru-tured program. It had four _ajor purposes for

its educator participants:

Focus. One: Increased knowledge of career developm nt con-
cepts; including such concepts as:

factors affecting career choice

psychology of work and work rs

different meanings of sudc

competition and cooperation

lifestyle factors

subject relevancy

interpersonal relations

interdependancy of workers

r planning and decision making

Focus Two: Increased knowledge of the world of work and
worker environement throug_

site visitations

sites identifica ion

interaction with comnunity, parent
and student leaders

community leader resentato



Focus Three:

Focus Four:

Increased knowledge of effective utilization
of community resources through such tools :

bused field tr ps

o walking field trips

video taped field trips

media resources

career speakers

career se inars

vehicle tours

o telelectures

-Planning and study time of various programs,
materials, and other resources. Participants
were each respCnsible for preparing the follow-
ing products:

o Six lesso S or action plans

Map.of industrial site identification
for resources within walking distance
cpf their school

Career Speaker Curriculun Planning Form
for the year

Three requests for career speake-s for
the year (minimum)

One request for a telelecture during the
year

One student work exposure plan for imple-
mentation in September

Two requests for field trips of up to 50
students to be conducted in September
(sponsored by NAB)

Miniproposal request for use, of $24.00
in resources (sponsored by NAB)

School plans regarding implementation of
career education for the year

4
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The g neral goals of the institute -re.

1. To increase support from business, education, labor
and other community leaders -for improving career
education delivery systems at the local level.

2. To upgrade existing career education programs
so that teachers,-counselors and administrators will
have the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessa-., to
assist economically disadvantaged students in, making
realiF-tic goals.

.3. To assist educators and employers to become more aware
of the need to match school system educational require-
ments with employer job requirements.

To assist educators to correlate school system prepara-
tion requirements and curriculum with student career
interests.

5. To expand the role of tle classrooM teacher in providing
careereducation activities to students.

6. To establish regular, working relationships between
local top level business persons, educators and other
community leaders through a C.G.I. subcommittee of the
N.A.B. Advisory Board, which will include local educa-
tional leaders.

7 To develop new program models that can be replica-ed
in other localities where business and education
leaders are working together to improve career
education programs.

8. To identify the necessary logistical and operational
procedures to allow students increased opportunities
to use the community as a learning laboratory,

9. -To-increase decision-makers' understanding of and
commitment toward the need for sound career
education programs.

10. To increase educators' knowledge of current informa-
tion about the types of careers available in the local
labor market, and to prepare them to work with students
in setting viable career goals.

8
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h- Final _b ectives of _h- Institute were_

1 Participants will describe their expectations re-
garding the training program.

2. Participants will list several internal and exter-
nal factors which could influence one's career choice.

3. Participants will identify several reasois why people
work.

4 Participants will distinguish between personal satis-
faction and dissatisfaction resulting from work.

5. Participants will describe sevT cl ways comnunity re-
sources can be utilized by the schools Lo increase
the relevancy of the curriculum.

6. Participants will de_onstrate an increased understand-
ing of the fact that success canbe achieved in many
different ways and an increased understanding of their
own personal interpretation of-Success.

7. Participants will describe severarwavs the concept
of success can be handled in the classroom.

Participants will complete an on-site interview with
one or more workers to ascertain why they work, what
makes them feel successful, what their tasks are, and
the satisfiers and dissatisfiers of their jobs.

9. Participants will develop tAro lesson plans which teach
the concepts of "success" and "the value of work" that
are appropriate for use in their own classrooms.

10. Participants will describe personal, social, and eco-
nomic aspects of their own lifestyles and how these
affect their occupations and vice-versa, if they do.

11. Participants will state why it is important for stu-
cents to look at lifestyles while making tentative
career choices and identify ways this idea can
delivered to students.

12. Participants will describe snveral advantages to for-
mal observation tools and structured interviews to
make observations of 4orkers more meaningful.

13. Participants will list common factors of success and
lifestyle of those careers observed.

9
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14. Participants will write 7.suggested lesson to
assist students in increasing their awareness
of the significant relationship between career
and lifestyle.

15. Participants will develop a group list of ques-
tions for guest speakers.

16. Participants will identify formal learning ex-
periences and relate them to everyday work
activities.

17.. Participants will write a suggested lesson to
assist students in increasing their awareness
of the significant relationship between the
school curriculum and specific career require-
ments.

18. Participants will describe workers tasks and
environments within several career clust rs.

19. Par-Licipants will describe similarities and
differences of workers acroSs career clusters.

20. .Participants will select two types of woik ex-
posure field trip sites which they wish their
students to explore, plan the work exposure -
experiences and schedule them for the month of
SepteMber.

21. Participants will identify several specific
media resources appropriate for increasing
career awareness with their own students.

22. Participants will specify at least thioe major
factors that should be considered and ilcorpor-
ated in planning and conducting an effective
field trip.

23. Participants will identify three ways cooperation
and competition play a part in their own occupa-
tional situations.

24. Participants will develop observation and inter-
view tools which will assist students in.observ-
ing and interviewing workers regarding the concepts
of cooperation and competition.

25. Participants will, write two lesson plans for Loach-
ing the concepts of competititior and cooperation
and interdependence of workers to _heir students.

10
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Participants will distinguish bet een certain ed ca-
tion community program such as eareor exposure:
career exploration and adult/parent -Iadowing.

Participant, will describe seVeral advantages of
using tele-lecture in the classroom situation.

28. Participants will pr pare a telelecture roguest
for use of telelecture with their own students.

Participants will describe several
speakers can be used Lo enhance the rol
of the curriculum.

guost
ney

Participants will describe at least one way they
can help studerfts in their classrooms understand
the relationship between decision-making and
career planning.

31 Participants will prepare:--a-iist of questions
appropriate for a career seminar.

32. Participants will describe several advantages of
conducting career seminars for their studel

33. Partic_pants will develop written plans for using
career speakers in their classrooms.

34. Participants will=orePare a map of individual field
sites near their schools which can be utilized
during the year.

35. Participants will identify so' ral adva)
a career vehicle tour.

,'36. Participants will identi_y sever La c'rs which
should be considered in planning an -

telelecture.

37. Participants will complete a- mini-proposal request
form for use of $24.00 for a substitute (to be used
by September 17th) , instructional mater als, supplies
or duplication.

Participants will outline a p1en for impl
of career education in tl-'r own schools.

11
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III. EVALUATION PLAN

Evaluation of the eight day institute was extensive. The

sources of evaluation data obtai -d were as follow-

1. Partiepant Performance on Co nitive Test Itenis Based
u on Institute Ob'ectives

This criterion-referenced instrument included eight Lest
items based upon the participant objectives of the insti-
tute. Two forms of the instrument were used as a means
of reducing the number of questions to which each partici-
pant was asked to respond. The pretest waS administered
early in the morning of the first day of the institute,
before instruction on the objectives of the institute had
begun. The same instrument, again in two forms, was ad-
ministered-At-the- 'end of the eighth day of the institute.
Both-torms of this instrument have been included in
Appendix A.

2. Partici ant Post Session Reactions

Partici_ant attitudes toward each day's instructional
activities were obtained. These instruments varied
slightly from day to day to respond to variations in
activities, but in general participants were asked such
things as how involved they were, how important they con-
sidered the sessions to be, and what they liked best and
least. Copies of the eight daily Post SessionReaction
instruments have been presented in AppendiN B.

3. Partici ,nt Post Proc -am Evaluation

Participant attitudes toward the entire institute were
obtained on the eighth day. Two different forms of the,
instrument were used, one form for the educator
participants-who had been involved in the entire program
and a seeond, shorter form for the "guest" participants
who had been involved in only certain phases of the in-
stitute. Both forms.consisted, primarily, of- open-ended
sentences which participants were asked to complete, and,
in addition, contained a section requesting a self-evalua-
tion of growth in institute learnings. As a part of both
forms, demographic data were obtained for all participants,
Each of these two instruments may be examined in Appendix B.

12



Products

Partieipants were required to complete a number of p o-
ducts during the institute. A list of these product
requirements may be examined in Appendix B.

Post Institute Criti ue for Staff Members

After the institute was completed, staff members werO
asked, td respond to.a post-institute questionnaire which
requested their evaluation of Such aspects of the in-
stitute as environmental conditions, organization and
perceived outcomes. This document has been reproduced
in Appendix B.

6. .Daily Observer Log

One individual was given the responsibility of serving
as an observer to log all observed concerns with the
activities. Questions and suggestions which arose with
regard to how the institute might be improved were re-
corded-al-ly.(See Appendix B)

7. Staff Debriefin Sessions

After the participants left each day, staff- members met
to discuss and critique the effectiveness of the day's
sessions. The staff member responsible for evaluation
kept a record of these sessions and she has reported the
majo_ suggestions in the evaluation section of this report.

NOTE

The following sections of this report present a
description of the staff, participantz, facilities
and program. For ease of reading, part :)f the
evaluation of the program is included ylith each
phase of the program description. The remainder
of the evaluation is presented in the final chapter
of-the report.

13
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STAFF

An experienced staff for the institute was readily available

thin. the-Mesa Public Schools' Career Education and Staff

-Development areas.

:-Btaff, under the direction of Dr. Carolyn Raymo d (Project

Director), met early in June to design-the intended outcomes

_and- activities of the institute. The institute staff pro-

vided a balanced team of various competencies in an attempt

to bring abedt-the-Most effective institute possible for the

participants. The staff worked as a team in both the pl.anning

and implementation; of the institute.

_The following is a list of the ins itute staff:

Instructional Staff

Ms. Hope Mitchell, Staff Development Specialist
Ms. Bev Potter, Career Education Specialist

-.Ms. Barbara Randall, Career Education Specialist
Dr. Carolyn Raymond, Director, Career Education and
Staff Development

Community Resource Coordination St,ff

Ms. Maxine Johnson, Community Resource Service Coordin :or
Ms. Arlene Leach, Community Resource Service Secretary

Logistical_Staff

Mrs.. Sherry Jandreau, Staff Development Specialist
Mrs. Cynthia Schafer, Resource Secretary

Secretarial Staff

Mrs. Jeannette Metheny, Director's Secretary
-Mrs. Doris Long, Clerk Typist
Miss Paula Salmons, Clerk Typist

11
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Evaluation Staff

Ronda Moffit, Staff Development Consultant

Financial Arrangements Staff

Mrs. Opal Shoemaker, Coordinatori_Special Finance
Mrs. Maxine Stearns; Special Finance Bookkeeper

Institute Advisor

Mr. Bob Stewart, Chairman
Mesa Career Education-Business-Industry Council

A brief.desc iption of the in-titute's instructional and

evaluation staff follows:

Hoce_Mitchell

Ms. Mitchell has been a Staff Development Specialist with

the Mesa-Center for Career Development for the past four

years. She has conducted numerous workshops for teachers

in career Concepts as related to classroom subjects and

activities. Ms. Mitchell has also demonstrated teaching

techniques in the use of media as well as in effecilve

verbal and no verbal communication.

Bev Potter

Ms. Potter has been with career education since its con-

ception in Mesa. She has developed curricula for career

education and has served as an evaluation specialist. She

has assisted and dire-ted many training activities for

teach_ s and community membe

Barbara, Randall

.Ms. Randall has had thre--, years' experience as a car er

education consultant in the northwest Phoenix and Glen-

dale, Arizona, areas. Since 1971 she also hqs conducted

12
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numerous workshops for teachers and principals in the

area of improvement'of instruction. Nearing completion

Of-a doctorate in education in the field of curriculum

and instruction, she also has; had considerable experience

in the design of curriculum materials and in-service

modules, with several Currently in print.

ckaLYI1.012ati

Dr. Raymond currently is t-- Director of the Center for

Career Development and_District Staff Development Director

for the Mesa Public Schools. Her major District s-fforts

the past -f-tve.years ave been in the areas of curriculum

development and evalUation as well asin developing staff

;training programs for District personnel. Her areas of

expertise, besides those of product development and staff

development; include evaluation and experimental design.

In addition, her doctorate is in the area of Counseling

psychology. Dr. Raymond's interest in product development

began with her three years' developing staff training pro-

ducts for SWRL (Southwest Regional Laboratory).

Ronda_Moffit

Dr. Moffit, who i- currently serving as a consultant for

staff development with-the Mesa Public Schools is especially

skilled in the areas of educational research, evaluation and

curriculum design. Prior to her present appointment with

the Mesa Schools she assisted in an evaluation study of an

16
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E.S.E.A. Title III project; and her major activity in

her present position has been the writing of comi, t ncy-

based staff training programs for the Flesa Schools.

17
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PARTI6PANTS

One hundred and seventy-nine individuals participated in

the institute's instructional activities. These partic

pants included teachers, busine s representatives,- parents,

students, principals, d many other community leaders. Edu-

cators who pa-ticipated represented twenty-seven of the

sohoOls within the Mesa Public School District.

Non-Mesa educato s-represented four additional educational

institutions. Community leaders_represel_ted over 60 busi-

nesses and industries in the Mesa and greater Phoeni_ arca.

A total listing of 1 participants may be found in

Appendix D.

'The following are descriptive data on the participants:

1. The age of all the participants ranged from eight years

'old to over 60 years old. The largest age range group-

ing was in the 30-39 year old bracket (26% ) . A break

down of participants in certain age ranges can be illus-

trated as follows:

*Por purposes _f:-NAB funding level, the FTE of participants
was 121. This divided by the approximate cost of this in-
stitute $11,188.00 is'an average cost of $92.46 per FTE
participant.

is
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When exa ining educator participant- only, there app red,

most interestingly, to be somewhat of an even balance in

age brackets as depicted below:

26% 26

20-29 30-39

Age Range

40-49 50-59

3. The sex breakdown of all the participants was fairly equal

with females 53% and males 57%. However, when the educator

participants are looked at by the selves, the group.was pre-

doMinantly female (71%).

2 0
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All Participant Educator Earticip-

Male
I Female

47% 71%

4. The majority of the educational ---tieipants wore

at the elementary grade level -- with the largest,part

of the group being in the kindergarten through third grade

bracket. The follo ing graph illustrates the various re-

presentatiOni'of educational participants with respect to

.current assignment.

50

40

47%

18%

13% 13%

\-3 4-6 7-9
Grade Grade Grade Grade

Current Assignment

18
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The majority of the t a le (50) we e in their

five years of teachinc experienc

teachers were in their first five years of teaching in
the Mesa Public Schools. T e chLrt below depicts total
number of years teaching experience of the educat onal
participants by year grouping as well as number of years
in the Mesa system.

- over 67% of the

0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20
Years Year Years Years

22
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Over 54% oftheteacher participants had,master's degrees

while the remaining individuals (46% ) Aad bachelor's c

grees or bachelor's degree plus so e hours towards their

master's degree.

Educational participants were asked to rate their pre-

vious experience with ea, ee- education prior to the work-

shop. The majority of the participants (65%) indicated

either little or no experience. (DTwenty-six perco t E

the individuals indicated moderate prior involvement with

career education, while indicated extensive experience.

This -infOrm'artion is graphically illustrated below.

17%

48%

26%

None Little Mod- _ate Extensive

Amount of Prior Experience with Career Educa Aon
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VI, INSTITUTE FACILITIES

Powell Junior High School was solo ted as the institute site

because of its being- n-easily accessaile school with an

aesthetic and functional campus as well as one which lent

itself to the.multi-instruCtIOnal strategies employed within

the institute.

The on-campus institute sessions were co ducted in tr-ee areas

of the campus, with large group activities scheduled in the

cafeteria and smaller instructional actiyities occuring in the
1-

media center and in one of the school's instructional "pods"

a building which allowed for a number of moderate-sized

groups to meet simultaneously in close but separate proximity).

The- "extended campus" provided by the numerous business sites

alsocoUld be considered part of the workshop facilities.

All on-campUs facilitie allowed for flexible groupings qith

movable chairs and tables.

EVALUATION OF INSTITUTE FACILITIU

On the whole, the facilitiesseemed,to meet the needs of

the institute. There were, however, two conditions which

presented problems fro-. ti

21
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One of these problems was attributable to the existcncL

ot numerous sky-light windows which could not he covered

for light reduction. As a result, less than optimal view-

ing'conditionS existed lor films, overhead proj ction, and

slide-Ltape presentations. The other problem was less de-

trimental but noticeable at times. Because-of the,large

number of pdrticipants gathered together for the:cafeteria

sessions, a public address system might have been desirable

as evidenced by feedback from several partAcipants which

indicated that they:occasionally had difficulty hearing all

that was said.

Aside fro:- the two problems mentioned above, however, the

facilities apparently were satisfactory to all involved.

2 5
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VII. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

'AND-SESSION EVALUATIONS

The following section presents a description of the sessions

which were conducted .during the -ight day institute. An agenda

of-:the entirp institute may be found in Appendix C. Each

session description _will include the objectives and 'the

activities wh ch occurred, and an evaluation of each day'

sessions will accompany these d -c iptions. Where session

identificatidn-numbers are followed by a lower case "a" or

"b" (e.g. DAY ONE - SESSION TWO-a) , two separate and different

sessions were conducted Simultaneously and consequently,,each

session is reported. Sessions tlat were not different but w- e

conducted simultaneously for more than one group have not been

reported separately.

DAY_ONE SESSION ONE: "Factors affecting Career Choice -
Springboards Icebreaker" (includ-
ing general welcome and orientation)

Participants will describe their expectations reg- ding
the training program.

Participants will list several ineriia1 and external
factors which could influence one's career choice.

2 6
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SESSION DESCRIPTION:

The 'project director introduced the morn: _ activitic

and some of the staff who would be working with the par-

ticipants throughout th- institute. The project director

'then introduced and served as facilitaL r for Lho EirsL

activities.

Participants_ were divided into small groups of seven to

eight participants each. The facil tator pointed out to

articipants that there are both internal and external

factors that can influen --, one's career choice. SLe

then gave_some e- nples of both types of factors and

started them on a "get-acquainted" activity in which they

were to discuss among their group m rs "internal and

ext-rnal factors which influenced their career choice."

Patticipants were given an opportunity to share some of

these factors aloud with the whole group.

The facilitator used these parti ipanL responses as

point of departure to suggest that many of us make our

-eer choices with little if information and

that perhaps we need to concentrate upon ways we can help

our students gain appropriate information a base :or

their career decisions.

The facilitator had all participnts irtroduce themselves

within their small groups; then she asked each participant

to take a piece of paper and- spend a fw mo -nts writing

24
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down "what you hope and expect to gai_ fr n participation

in this institute." After they completed their tasks, the

facilitator asked t at they hold their lists until the last

day of the institute.

Finally, the goals and specific require e__s of the in-

stitute were explained to the parti ipants, and a staff

member administered the institute's cognitive pre-assess-

merit instrument to all pA ticipan

DAY ONL., ON TWO-a "Why Work"

OBJECTIVES:

Participants will identify se eral reasons why people work.

Participants will distinguish between personal satisfaction
and dissatisfaction resulting from work.

SESSION DESCRIPTIO

facilitator introduced the session by stati g that

every participant undoubtedly has her/his own unique rea on

for working but that it might be beneficial to take a look

at some reasons others might have for why t ey work.

The facilitat-- then showed a slide-tape presentation

titled "Why Wor " which examined diff-rent reasons people

can have for working. Following the slide-tape presenta-

tion, she led the whole group in a discussion of how some

cultures are not money-oriented in their appr-ach to work

and that, indeed, not all members of our own culture con-

sider money their main concern. Participants -or-_ ask-

2.'73
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if thev could think of other reason for workinu Lhot

had not yet been brought out in either the slide-tape

presentation or the discussion. The facilitator summa-

rized the participant responses and asked them to begin

thinking slays they might encourage their students to

consider ese varicc: reasons for why people work.

The facilitator told a.brief otory to illustrate the point

that, for mos- people, work must: have "satisficrs" other

than money to be rewarding. She used this story as an

introduction to the film, "Leo Bauerman" and, as the film

began, asked participants to look for Loo's reasons for

working: The film, which depicts !iomo of: the hard:;hips

of survival of a very determined, physically handicapped

man, was sho n next.

After the film, the facilitator led a group discussion

based upon the reasons for working that were suggested

by the film and the concepts of satisfaction and dis-

satisfaction with regard to one's work.

The facilitator handed out a "Personal Inventory" form

dealing with their own job satisfactions and dissatis-

factions (see Appendix E) which she asked participants

to fill out during the workslop.

Next the facilitator showed transparencies or o%amples

of,job satisfiers and dissatisficrs, and discussed them

briefly. Participants then were directed to work within

26
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small groups table rLnqeme11ts were such that they

were. already grouped for this- ar:tiv to make a group

list of what they considered job patisfiers and dissatis-

fiers. They were allowed ten minutes for this activity,

and then each small group shared its list with the other

participants.

The session was concluded with the facilitator's handir-

out a form entitled "Stud-lt Satisf:ctLo if ( ce Appoi

dix E) and asking participants to take it with them so

that throughout the remainder of the institute they could

use it to jot down ideas about their students' satisfiers

and dissatisficrs.

DAY ONE SESSION TWO-b Orientation to .or Edue-ti t

"Getting lt; Together"

OBJECTIVES:

Participants will describe several ways community resources
can be utilized by the schools to increase the relevancy of
the curriculum.

SESSION.DESCRIPTION:

While the teacher participants were involved in the "Why-

Work" session, community participants attended a session

designed to orient them to career education. The partici-

pants had been greeted initially with a s-parate, but

essentially the same tt_ _oards Icebreaker",session

prior to this phas of ,the progrt_i (Sc- Day One/Session 01

3 0
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The project director condcted the s e s L011 a id bog n i

with an introduction of the film, "Getting IL Together."

She explained to the particip_ts that it was Iping shown

to "orient them to how com _unity resources are being used

in -areer ed-c tion and to solicit their participation in

our career education program-" Next indicated to tl

that a good career education program requires the coopeia-

Live efforts of business, government, labor, pa

students , and the educational community. "

s,

An explanation was gi-TT,n of the extent to which coreor

education is currently developed in the Mesa co munity

and the local career educatio- program was outlined.

It was pointed out to participants that Lho,_, can Iicdp

"their schools, their children, the community at large,

and their (=An businesses by partici ating in career

education."

The project director returned to her introduction of the

film about to be Seen by conveying to participants that

the film "portrays how several communities throughout

the country have defined career education," and thc

does so through LOS -C "r6a1 situations as

actually occurred both in the classroom and out in the

communit.



The film was shown . Then the scsI on was c ncludod wit-h

a brief question and comm-nt period _Ouch focused on such

top cs as "Would your life have been diffe you

been involved in a career education program?" and "Does

your business, or businesses you know, have people wh

job performance is poOr because they-a e in the wrong

ca eer?"

Before participants left, they were oriented briefly to

the next session t_ follow on the topic of "success,"

and they were dir cted to the cafeteria where all par-

ticipants 1. re,to gath-,- for the "St

DAY ONF SES5ION THREE: "Sitc-eSS What Doos IL

OBJEcTIMES:

,f0

Parti l_pants will demonstrate an increased understanding
of the fact that success can be achieved in many different
ways and an increased understanding of their own, personal
interpretation of success.

Participants will describe several ways the concept of
success can be handled in the classroom.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

Since this -as the first session that brought bo teacher

and community participants together as ono largo group,

the project director spent a few mo:-__c ts in introducing

the two gr ups Lo cccii other and in CillLn(j in olL

Licipants on the activities of those who had not boon

with them

3 2
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The pr- ect director then introduced Dr. Go rat: Smith,

Superintendent of Mesa Public Schools, who then

addressed tie _Participants bri fly.

Dr. Smith's presentation was followed by tle pr ject director's

giving participants a quick overview of events and acti-

vities planned for them throughout the in titute. She

then introduced Mr. Bob Bartlett, Metro Director from the

National Alliance of Businessmen, who spoke for a few

minutes.

The project direc -or next gave participants a capsule

history of carec. education in ArizDna in gen-- 1, as

well as in 4eSa. She then introduced the final guest

speaker for this session, Dr. John Komar, Career Educa-

tion Speciali-t with the State Department of Education.

After Dr. Komar's address, the project director intr--

duced tle facilitator for the remaining portion of the

session.

Participants were divided into small groups on the basis

of their individual schools, with one group for each

school represented. The facilitator distributed a ha d-

out _orksheet, "What Is Success" (see Appendix E) , to

all participants as a panel of business persons, parents,

students and educators (t-o each) wa- formed at tables

arranged in the front of the room.

30
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The facilitator introducc c elisLs and introducd

the session by telling participants that they would be

considering the question "What Is Success" with the h-lp

of the panel members. The facilitator next directed the

participants'attention to the handout which had bT,e1

given them as they. were seated and suggested that they

use it to record the ideas generated by panelists and

participant_ as to the meaning of success, ho- success

is achieved and how we might teach the concept of success

to our, student-

The facilitator asked the panel members to respond in-

dividually to the questi "What is your personal def-

inition of success?" When all panelists bad responded,

participants were invited to contribute their own id

in response to the question that had been asked of the

panelists, and, in addition, to comment as to whether or

not all of the definitions had been essentially the sni

Next panel me bers were asked four other questions

about success:

"How do you feel you achieve success?
What are some successes you have had?
How do you help someone achieve success?
How would you teach the concept to someone else?"

With each question, the pan lists were invited to give

any r -ponses they wished first, and the-1 the parti i-

p nts woke called uponPto share their ideas. Throughout

t is question and respon- period, the facilitator assisted



participants and panelis comparing, contrasting, and

summarizing the ideas thtt were being generated.

Druing the next-phase of the session, the facilita or

gave each participant a copy of the handou.L, "Action Plan

Ideas for Implementation" (See Appendix E), and asked

participants to work together within their small groups

to devise a plan of implementation for teaching the con-

cept of success within_ their o n schools. The se sion

was concluded with a brief facilitator summary of the

ideas that had been examined.

DAY ONE SESSION FOUR: Site Exploration of Work Psychology
Concepts.

OBJECTIVES:

Participants will complete.an on-site interview with one
or more workers to ascertain why they work, what makes
them feel successful, what their tasks are, and the sat-
isfiers and dissatisfiers of their jobs.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

Participants gathered in one large group in the cafeteria

for preparation for the aft- on's on-site field t-ips.

The facilitator divided participants into four groups

and assigned one of four different sites to each of them.

The sites were The Arizona Republic/Gazette, Eller Outdoor

Advertising, KTAR-Tel vision, and Dayton-Hudson Data Pro-

cessing. One staff member for each of the four groups

was introduced to servq as guide and group leader for

that tour, and participants were given information about

3 2



where and when to ) ar( the hu ,,es. Fin lly, LI__ Lac Lii ta-

tor distributed to all particiL Its a handout entitlec:

"Observation/Interview Record (See Appendix E

and explain d how they to use it at the site: to in-

terview one or more workers about their reasons for work-

ing, their ideas about success, their job tasks, c_

satisfiers and dissltisfiers of their lob.

Participants we-e then dismissed for the site explora_ion

field trips; and all participants were bussed to their

respective ( --lp sites, were given idea Urs of

sites, a.11owed the opport _ity for intrviowing rker5=1

and, finally, were bussed back to Powell School. Their

return to the school marked the conclusion -of this ses ion

as well as the conclusion of the fit,,it d act:

EVALUATION_OF DAY ONE SESSIONS:*

Examination ot the Post Session Reactions (see Appendi_-

for day one showed predominantly positive reactions. s-

pons s made to the first item on this instrunient have been

indicated in the Laid. p rev i C1LCJ whi follows:

*Evaluations reported in this chapter shall coii5l. L solely
of reports of data obtained from daily Post Session Reaction
forms completed by participants. Evaluation of Lhe extent
to which instructional objectives were accomplished as well
as summary evaluations of daily and total institute parti-
cipant reaction forms- have been presented in Chapter VII of
this report.



Percentage of Participants Responding
Favorably and Unfavorably to Four Aspects of t _L

Sessions on Success and Why Work
Was Was Not

The information presentLci on the
concepts of work and success (was
(was not) already known. 777, 237,

Little Great Deal
The information seemed to have
(little) (a great deal of)
future importance of value. 2 7373

The information seemed App1icbl e
Not

pplicable
(applicable) (not applicable)
to an instructional situation. SS?, 117,

Were Were Not
The activities (were) (wer not)
interesting and motivating.

81":, 19,

IL should be pointed out that although a high percenLaqe

of participants indicated that the information presented

about work and success was already known to them, slmi.larly

hiq _ perocu Lages of paIrtmillts Ued that Lhe in7

formation was of great future importance, was applicable

to an instructional situation, and was intere.ting and

motivat ng.

Items fivo aflc six of the Post S leiet ion 1.1-

ment for day one wero positive, but to a lessor e:.:1_:ent

3 7
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responses to :Dem ono. These WO .1 iiiis and Lilo

mean ranks ' dicated by participant responses

belo-

Item

shown

Mean.Rank of
Involvement

on a Nine Point Scale*

During the presentation sessions
I was 5.8

During the field trip I was 6.8

A rank of 1 indicated least-. inve_ vernon t-, and a ranl. o' 9
indicated greatest involvement.

All other items on the Post Session Reaction instru ent for

day one were free r_spense items which p_miLLed parLicipants

L1-1 0 tiJnity to write shoLL a-- r re5p01505

1 responses were favorable, wi th comm-Alts

nii as those quot d below being typical:

"Well planned - changing activities did
stimulate interest."

"Generally well-organized. The instructions
about procedures were complete and clear. The
agenda looks interesting and stimulating.

"Thc passed very quickly for me."



DAY TWO SESSION ONE:

OBJECTIVES:

Introduction to the S cond Dayl,s
Activities and Lesson Preparation/
Action Plan.

Participants will develop two lesson plans which teach
the concepts of "success" and "the value of work" that
are appropriate for usp in their own classrooms.

SESSION DESCRIPTION

This seesion was taugh_ simultaneously to four separa

groups of participants in one large instru tional "pod"

at Powell School. Participants were grouped by gr_le

level categories, with one group for participan's in-

volved wifh K3 stñdents, one group for those involved

with 4-6 students, one group for those involved with

junior high students, and one group for those involved

with senior high stud -its. Instrueti- al activit es

for all-4tObps were essentially the same, but smaller

groupings were deemed appropriate so that specific ex-

amples and illustrations could be,n de more pertinent

t_ each grade level. The following description, then,

.will be indicative of what occurred in each of the small

grou

The session began with the facilitator - greeting the

participants and telling them that the-day w uld begin

with their completion of a brief form for °feedback" on

the first day's avtiviti s. The staff 11-, ber in charge

,of evaluation of the institute elaborated briefly a_out

3 9
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why su-h feedback was desired, how it would be u

and what other evaluation would occur daily through-

out the institute. She distributed the "Post Session

React on" forn for Day One __dix B), and par-

ticipants spent five minutes in responding to the items

on the instrume t.

The faciliator introduced the main activities of the

session by telling participants that they would ,pend

the morning on completion of some of the fi -t product

requirements of the institute. Sle liold them that they

would be expected to wr te six lesson plans C-

institute and that they would complete th- first two of

these in this session. She explained that as they com-

pleted their lesson plans they should be submitted to

her for critique, that they would then be returned to

them for their revisions and that, finally, the revised

products would be typed a d bound along with the lesson

pla s designed by other participants, then r-turned to

the for their use in their own schools.

The facilitator distributed copies of the "Lesson/Action

Plan Development" form (see Appendix to all partici-

pants and went over the form with then, explaining how

4- was to be used as a guide for all of the lessons they

were to develop tAroughout the institute.

Two "Lesson Forms" (see Appendix F) were given to each
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participant, and the facilitator gave instructions about

,how the forms should be used. Next partidipants were

shown a transparency of a sample lesson on the.concept

.of success (see Appendix F), and given a handout of the

same sample lesson to use as a.guide in designi g their

own lessons. -The facilitator pointed out the major

characteristics of the sample lesson ald stressed the

key points participants should re effiber in designing

their own plans.

Participants were given the opportunity for asking clues-

tione about their lesson d-sig_ as ignment, and Lhen they

were directed to start work. :They wer- allowed thirty

minutes-to work om their plans and then stepped and ad-

vised that they would be given more time for completion

_f them later during the institute.

The facili ltor told participants that they would return

to the caf ter-i shortly for the next session of Lho day

and that there th y would find sign-up sheets for the all-

day work exposure activity scheduled fer the fourth day of

the institute. She explained what the work exposur

activity would involve and why it was necessary for theni

to select in advance the sites thywishod to visit.

Participa ts were dismiss d and direeLed to the LafeLoria

for the next sos!,'en.

4 1



DAY TWO SESSTON TIO: "The Way We Live"
The Concept of Lifestyle

OBJECTIVES:

Participants will describe personal, so
aspects of their own lifestyles and how
occupations and vice-versa, .if they do.

Participants will state why it is important for stude Ls
to look at lifestyles while making tentative career
choices and identify-qays this idea can be delivered to
students.

1, dnct economic
-=-se affect their

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

The file:, itator started the session by introducing the

concept of lifestyle and asking participants to think

about what things -one should consider in making a career

choice. She then asked the- to divide themselves into

either pairs.or groups of three and spend a few minutes

disCusSing how satisfied they felt about their career

choices. As they paired themselves for the discussion,

she displayed and read aloud a transparency which stated:

As you reflect on your occupational choice,
does it satisfy the things you want from
life? If yes, how? If no, why not?

Participants were allowed several minutes for this dis-

cussion while the facilitator moved among them to en-

courage and stim late the discussion.

The facilita or -topped discuss 1011 and pointed out

that in most cases our car- rs give us some kilds of

sat sfactions but that the potential f r satisfaction

wit- ol care L a d its concomitant lifestyle is
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greatest if we have some_ [riformation in advance. She

stressed that it is important for us to help our students

become aware of and learn to distinguish between personal,

internal lifestyle factors and soill and economic exter-

nal life tyle factors which can be expected to accompany

different types of careers.

The facilitator inded participants of the satisfie

and dissatisfiers they had considered in an earlior

session. She then asked of all.p rticipan -t kinds

of personal lifestyle characteristics do you look for?"

A few minutes were alio ed for theit responses. Then the
-

facilitator displayed two transparencies, one entitled

"Int- nal Lifestyle Factors" and the other "External Life-

style F_ctors" :(see Appendix F) , and discussed same of the

examples on the transparencies.

A film entitled, "The Way We Live," was introduced by the

facilitator. She told participants that it would deal

with three different lifestyles and that as they watched

the film they should consider two questions. A trans-

parency of the questions was displayed (see Appendix F)t

as they were read aloud.

How were the lifestyles similar or different"

What aspects of each lifestyle seemed appeali
or not appealing?

The film was shown to participants; and after it ended,

the questions they had been asked t-o consider as they

viewed the film were discussed.

40
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The facilitator then aske(1 participa_ts to

Small groups, with the participants seated _at each table

forming a group, to discuss several questions. She di

played a transparency of the first question (see Appendix

F ) , as she read it aloud and asked them to begin_ dis-

cussing it. The question was:

What, lifestyle would you like to lead, a d
how does your paid occupational role fit
into it?

Participants were given several minutes to discuss the

first question. Then the facilitator stouped them dis-

- played a transparency of the next question (see'Appendix

read-it aloud, and asked them to begin discussing

_ in their groups. This question was:

What are the important things that you value
outside of your paid occupational experience?

Participants were asked to stop th-ir discussion after

several min tes and then given the next quest.ton A

tran parency (see Appendix F) of t-, question was dis-

played as the facilitator read it aloud a i asked p r-

ticipants to begin their discussion. This q estion was:

How dogs your occupation affect these important
things you have just identified?

Participants were t_pped in L!' ir discussion after

several minutes a- d glven the next question.

pareney (see Appendix F) was (ILSTlayed te it wa:i re-

aloud, and par ticjpants were invited to begin their

sion. The question was:

us
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If you were now 18 years old (or were
advising an 18 year old) , what factors
would you .take into consideration as
you made an occupational choice?

The facilitator summarized the points coniUc'red in

questions that had been asked and dis ussed and then

directed participants to consider one final question

within their groups. That question was "Why is it im-

portant for students to look at lif-styles, a-d how can

we deliver information and concepts about lifestyle to

the studentsin our classrooms?"

Parti-ipants were allowed five minutes for this final

discussion. The facilitator then stopped and

invited the individual groups to share their major ideas

with the entire group. After a few minutes of their

responses, the facilitator -summarized the major poi ts

of the session and then dismissed participants for a

break.

DAY T 0 lESSION THREE:
_ _ 7

OBJECTIVES:

Walking TrLp InvcstigoLinc
Worker LifosLyle and Sucou ALLaudes

Participants will describe several advantages to formal
observation tools and structured interviews to make ob-
servations of workers more meaningful.

Participants wi. ii I _s_ F common Lactors oF succo:i!; Jilt!
lifusLyie oL thmie carepn 1 oht-1Qrvod.
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If you were now 18 yo,arg old (or were
advising an 18 year old), what factors
would you take into consideration as
you made an occupational choice?.

The facilitator summarized the points considered in the

'questions that had been asked and discussed and then

di_ected.participants to consider one final question.. .

within their groups. That q estion was "Why is it im-

portant for students to look at lifestyles, and how can

we deliver information and concepts abo t lifestyle to

the students in our classrooms?"

Participants were allowed five minutes for this final
- -

discussion. The fadilitator then stopped them and

. invited the individual groups to share' thelt major idoaa

with the entire group. After a few minutes of their

responses, the facilitator summarized the major points

of the session and then dismissed participanLs for a

break.

DAY TWO /

OBJECTIVF°--3=

11,1 1.1 Trip - Inv Ling
Ekur LiLLii-JLyit__ and Succc ALLiLudei:,

:Participants will describe sever 1 advan Lagos to formal
observation tools and structured interviews to make ob-
servations of workers more meani gful.

Participants will list commbn factors of success aad
lifestyle of those career:3 obsrved.

4 6
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were told that they could use their interview forms

in any sequence or combination as long as they tr

out all of them at some time.

Participants were dismissed for the walking trip and

followed their directed paths and tasks through to the

conclusion of the trip and the conclusion of-this

sess.on.

DAY TWO / SESSION .'OUR: Lesson Proparation/AcLion Plan

OBJECTIVE:

Participarrts will write a suggested lesson to assist
students in increasing their awareness of the signifi-
cant relationship between career and lifestyle.

SESSON DESCRIPTION:

This session-was planned and de igned as a work session

in which participants could continue writing their

assigned lesson plans. They had been told earlier iii

the day -f this sessio 's purpose and, thus, came in

ready to start work immediately. Since little time had

been provided in the morning lesson-preparation session

for actual writing (most of the initial lesson-pr qra-

tion session was devoted to instruction on how to design

the lessons) , p rticipants had just barely begun their

lessons on success and the value of work. Therefore,

this session prc led qime for those two just assig-cd

lesson p1ns as A_ as time for designing a lesson on

lifestyles.
47
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Since all lesson plan pr _ucts had been cloarly explain-

ed in the morning session, the fa ilitator gave gro

instruction only as needed to answer specific prOblems

that arose as participants worked on their assignments.

-For example, at one point s--eral participants indicated

they were experiencing confusion over how to teach the

concePt of success. The fa ilitator then a ked for L he

attention of the entire group and elaborated as to the

importance of our incorporating these concepts into the

regular subject matter rather than attempting to teich

them as isblated concepts. Some discussion followed until

all participants appeared to have a clearer understanding

of how to write lleir lessons and, thus, bean work again.

Participants continued working independently, with

assistance frOm the facilitator as needed, until the

time allotted for this ses s ion_l Id past-wd.

DAY TWO SESSION FIVE: Dosignii AlesLions for Cues I
S eakers

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will develop a group list of questions for
guest speakers.

SESSION DE CRIPTION:

Participants gathered in two large groups in the instruc-

tional pod with group division based upon WhoLhur th,

4 8
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Pa bicipants worked with or (Herne t ry

One facilitator directed each group. The account which

follows describes what took place with both groups,

separately, during the session.

The facilitator expl-' ed the purpose of the se sion to

the participants by telling them that they would decide

upon meaningful question- to q - quest speakers in ad-

vance so that they could be assured that their questior

would really be appropriate and let them know more about

the worker in the time span allotted.

The facilitator reminded participants that several c

cepts had been referred to repeatedly throughout the

stitute's first two days. She pointed out to them that

these con- pts, such as msLecess," "the value oL work,

and"lifestyles," are of crucial impoi-tance in helping

our students learn about careers, and that th

krcp tho- in mind constantly.

Ttw facilitator thon to] cI ua r Lic Lpd n Ls h: L thcv wcro Lo

'spend some time in brainstorming questions for use wit.

the resource speakers who would he mootLnq with them the

next day. She checked to make ccrLan LhaL everyone.in

the group understood ghat was meant by the teym "brai

stor-ing"; and after receiving responses which indicated

that they did, she re inded them of several consideratic

they should atLend to in
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Par ticipants then were told the names of thL_ resour(

speak:,rs who wo ld b_ visiting them, and they were given

information about the busin -s s which these speakers re-

presented. The participants were directed to keep this

information in mind and begil brainstorming a list of

questions they might ask_ of the speaker- the next day.

The participants became actively involved in the bra

storming activity and sugg -ted numero s relevant ques-

tio s, such a

ci

How has your job changed your lifestyle;
What is success in your particular job?
What factors influenced you to choose your
paTticular job?

What are your likes and dislikes on your job?
Why are you working?
4hat qualifications are neoded for your job?
How does your job affect your family?

or th- participants had generated a len thy list of

estions for the speakers, the facili La Lor stopped them

and comm- cd Lltem -1 on Lilo apprnpr ia LonQsn

Then sh- L td Ihcjn Lhat

to bring about interaction with the speakers ratler th-,t

-ely let the speakers speak to them. She also elaborated

they

thoir jc1 AS.

1,1111 tompL

with

follow and use th ir list of qu stions

Time WIS given tor answering any questi

about the next day's guest speaker

icipanLs hod

n; and, finan

the f27. ld 1.! 111i

i17



-g on field tr:_'0

_.various speakers.

1-0SOni 1)1 I Ito

The staff member responsible 'for evaluation asked partici-

pants to complete the "Post Session Reaction" form for the

second day's activities and distributed the forms. Par-

ticipants spent five minutes with the evaluation and then

ware dismissod for the day;

EVALUATION OF DAY TOO SESSIONS:

Post Session Reaction data for the s cond day of tilt_ in-

stitute were largely favo- ble. ROSpOflSOS to the first

-item on the instrument have been indicated in the table

provided below:

Percentage of Participants Responding
Favorably and,Unfaverably to Four Aspectz of the

Sessions _op. T,,ifest- le

The information on the topic ca_
lifestyles (was) (was not)
already known.

Was as Not

The_information presented on
topic of lifestyles seemed tc
lave (little) (a great deal of)
future importance or value.

52%

Little

377,

Great Deal

63°,,

The information presented on the
topic_of lifestyles seemed
_pplicable) (not applicable) to

an instructional situation.

)licable
Not

_Appliqablb

11%

The activities involved in the
presentations on lifestyles
were) (were not) interosting
id motivating.

4 8

5 1

Were

75'7,

Were Not
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"As with tie first day of: the institute, more participaii ts

indicated that the information was already known to them

than indicated that it was not. However, this percentage

.
difference was much smaller for the second day than for

the first. And agai.h man more participants indica

that the.information presented was of.yrca L future

importance, was applicable to an instructional situa-

tion, and was interesting and motivating thanindicated

the opposite responses.

Items six, seven, and eight of the Post Session Reaction

instrument for day two indicated pos tive responses also.

These three items along with the mean.ranks assigned them

by participants are shown below:

Item

Mean Rank of
Involvement

on a Nine Point Scale

During
I was

During
I was

presentation
5.7

he walking trip
. 7

During the lesson -reparation
session I was 6.7

*A rank of I indicated least involvement and a rank of 9
indicated greatest involvement.

It should be noted that: th -e data in icato a sornowha L

higher degree of involvement for part cipants the second

day than was evidenced by their re

first: day - 5CSSJOflS.
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All oth i--ms on the rost See:: ctic ment

for day two were free response items which allo d t_

opportunity for short answers frem participants as de-

sired. As with day one, the rpoiise s for day

predominantly favor ble, wi th such comments as "1

structors' enthusiasm is great!" and "Enjoyed the

brainstor ing. What an efficient way to do a powe

ful job!"

A larg- nutber of participants indicated having been

frustrated on the walking trip because of having so

little taleat each business site, which suggests tiat

more time should be allocated for such a s-ssion in

future in-titutes.

5 3



DAY THREE SESSION ONE:

OBJECTIVE:

Relevancy

Participants will identify formal learning experiences
and relate them to everyday work activities. (Note: This
objective-was a majOr 'instructional focus of .the entire
day's-activities rather than the activities of this
session alone. Therefore, since it was not accomplished
solely with this session's instruction, it will be re-
peated with all other sessions which contributed to its
accomplishment.)

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

The project director welcomed par_icipants to their third

d y of the institute and told them that the day's topic

would be " subject relevancy," or "how we cal ake our

cur iculum relevant to the needs of our students." She

gaye them an over-view of the day's activities, told them

that community participants would be joining them later

in the day, a d then introduced the facilita _or for the

morning's first instructional session.

The facilitator told participants Lhat they would begin

the day by viewing a Bread and Butterflies film that can

offer great assistance in helping their stUd nts relate

formal learning experiences to everyday woLk activities.

She held up the teacher's guide to the Bread and Butter-

flies care r education illm series and urged that they

check out a copy for their use in conuncLiun with the

various films available. She read a paragraph Erorn the

guide as an illustration of the kind of assistance the

5 4
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guide and the films offer in helping studen

relations ips between school and work.

The facilitator then further introduced the film by say-

ing that it focuses upon _he relationships -and similari-

ties between the things we do_in school and.the things

we do on various jobs.

Th- Br ld and B

Jobs" was shown to

lios film ontiLlod l'- and

ticipants.

After the film 1- d been viewed the facilitator briefly

summari,zed its significance and then dis is-ed partici-

pants with directions for their move to the location of

the next scheduled session.

DAY TUR:E N T

OBJECTIVE:

Carce- Speakor Inler icws
(Subj ect Re[ovflAwy)

Participants will identify formal learning experiences
and relate them to everyday work activities.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:_

For this session participants gathe _1 in four separate

groups in _the instructional "pod." Grouping w15 based

upon t e grade levels with which the partici Its workt_

with groups established for levels K-3, 4-6, j nior htgh

-n-1 and se tor high.school.

5
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The facilitator started on i nt ilae in the

guest speakers and then Liking a few uti nutos to orient

the guests with a review of the goals lAd _ =jot topics

upon _hich the inst tute had focused prior to this session.

After the introductory remarks the facilitator pointed o L

that the major foc s of this session was subject relevancy,

and that tho roaso_ for focusi g upon this topic was the

fact that all too often our students don't see the re lation-

ship between the things wo have them do in the classroom

and the things they see adult-: doing on their jobs.

The facilitator started tho question and response inter

action between ques and teacher participants by having

each participant in turn toll the guests who s1ie/h was

and a 1iltle 5i bout her/h Ls school i=isi.jimiort-. Then Lilo

facilitator stressed Lh ov st_uld L L in

the intera tion and join in to whatever extent desired.

The facilitator asked ono oE the threL gues explain

at her job involved. Tho guest responded, and then the

facilitator opened the discussion to everYono and encour-

aged the Leacher participants to "Lake it L or- there '

The next thirty minutes wore filled with steady ikteraction

among guests and teacher par Lici pants wiLh overyone boing

involved in the dis ussion. Participants used.the

tions they had 1:-epared the prcreedinc d-y but went be-

yond them whenever quest ros ,ns 's ;uclles tc

rolevant topics oE discussion.
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Thr whouL Iho cractic-1, 'Lli(-ator i. it LI e: lod

her comments only as needod to keep the disc ssiol focused

upon the topic of makinq the curriculum reicvan L to the

real needs of students and helping

lationships between what takes place_ a

lives they will lead when they leave school.

ts see the re-

1 and the

After t_e guests and participants had liter 7ted with one

another for thirty minutes th-2 faciliha

and briefly summarized the session.

to stopped them

stated also,

that career education sp cialists were beginning to con-

sider the type -f informal interaction session they had

just oxt_ :od to be m re -:!nc,I i ci s(:nts han

more Lormal )resentations ity cosca sp aors.

Participants indicated -reement that the informal approach

would be more beneficial, especially with younger students.

Finally, the participants were given direc ions to follow

for the field trips to the work sites represented by the

guest speak were _dismissed From this session so

thcy coull gather at tl

DAY TIME

Lo F thc! nc:Nt.

iTON ThlREE F ic Id Tri47)::,, lorind the Sort
site tor Stu Relevancy

OBJECTIVE:

Partici.pants will iden1ify formni learn ing ox). rion
and relate them to overyda work lc

5 7
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SE, ,ION DESCRIPTION:

This session began with the pa ticipants' gathoriiiq at the

bus es for the work site exploration f, id trips. One staff

member was assigned to load each separate gro p, a-I each

group was scheduled to visit a differe t work site.

As participants were seated on the busses, each staff member

who was serving as a cjroup leador distrthutcd one obsclva-

tion sheet, entitled "IkA- Do People Use r1IQce Skills Learned

in School," and one interview sheet entitled "How a Worker

Uses What Was Learned in School" (sec Appendix G For repro-

ductions ,of both tools) to each participant. After all

participants were seat d on the bus she exklained how they

were to use and complete the two Corms at the work site.

Upon arrival at their group's scheduled work site, __,.

pants were given a guided tour by the same work site r

sentative(s) who had spoken with them in the -arlier session

at Powell School. The tour gave participants an expa-sive,

view of the work site Alile offer'lg thLm, in additic-

opportunities to stop, observe and interview individu 1

worker alon,j (he way. 'Cho h):-mItion and inl .1

int:runci-nts which had been isuud to wirtix. nts is thov

boarded the busses were completed as they stopped for these

visits with individual workers.

Approximately one hour's time was allotted for the on-site

tot After it was completed pat =: panLs o,jain ho,-!r,Hd

5 8
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for. -i return Lip to owe it nnd

arrival back at the school_ c luded this session _he

institute.

DAY THREE / SFSS ro-_ .. _

['lanninq Sessi

OBJECTIVE=

Participants will write a suggested lesson to assist
students in increasing their awareness of the signifi-
cant relationship between the school curriculum and
specific career requirements.

3SION_DESCRIPTION:

This was another session which was plonied cUld desi g ned

as a work -ses ion in which participants could conti _e

writing their a_ igned lesson plans. When parLic

arrived at the instructional pod thoy immediately went to

their grade level groups (K3, 4-6, ju -_or high, or senior

high).

ts

The facili ator in each group started the session by tell-

ing the members of h _ gr- p that they would have the et

tire hour and a half s ssion to work on th-Tdr 1 sion plans.

She then spent a few _:inutes summarizinq the major points

of the day's focus upon subject relevancy and gave them

direction's for writing their lesson plans for a ::ompl sh-

ing a greater awareness of eurri_ulum and cu er re:L

ships with the students.

Since participants were aircady Fami 1 ar wi th tiic pr .

they Were expected to L__ke in dosiqiti rig their pl:Ins,
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-te prepared k eft (!hLly n;i iii ndi ilnal. htl'c't1

The facilitator assis ,d as needed when spe ific questions

or problems

Partici _its continued _orking 1iIdupL:11d111 tIy uli tii the

n10 :1 1 1 I t I 1 0 r jolt 11.1d

DAY THRHE

OBJECTIVE:

-_;TON FIVE: Sehool Plo
Currielum Tot.
Current Living.

Ilew
'1

Participants will identify formal learning c:.:pe

and relate L- to everyday work activities.

SION DESCRIPTION:

This session was conducted in the cafeteria and brought

all participa t- teachers, principals, stue-,nts, parents,

businesspersons and other community members) together again

in one large group. It should be pointed out tha- prior

to this session all no -teach community parti

i met tor an introductory session on su1joct relevancy

which was essentially the same as that in which the teacher

participants had been involved with their first session of

the day.

Tho facilitator in rodueed the session by pros ntinil an

overview of the focus of the day's activities. She stated

_at o r goal is to ma.e what the -tudents are learning

now wi.t hfn the cheoi s Lo what- thy will m-,,t

in the futu in the world of w rk.

6 0



The fac 1 i.L:itor pointed L L -It- L Il.1-' -1 r t.". I ( 7 I p,ini.!:;

_he niorli ilic to consider

ways they could use worksita field trip expori 1- -s Lc

had gone out on fiebl trips d

help students see the relev -Ice of wh L they arc lean

ing in scl- st-ated that tao filst iL Lvi L of this

s --yion woulc directed L c :-: r I ir I h r d r i t i in

how to make school relev =It and that, spo- i tie-11y,

would first iden tiEy formal lo _mtnq ac tiviLies and Lhen

relate them to everyday work activities. A transparer-_y

entitled, "Definition of T ms" ( Appendix G)

shown as the facilitator read it aloud The terms dcl ined

we "formal lez-linq e p _iences" and "relevant

After the two terms had boon d fined, the Eacilitator

asked that "business leaders, parents, students, and

principals join to

come

r to help the teachers present

_th ways to relate formal learn Ing activities to

work activities." She called all participants' attention

to a large pad of paper on each table and then asked them

to work in small gioups with the principals serving as

fac litaters and rcorders of the groups' ideas.

The lacilita or the- told participants LhtaL she would (jive

them a question which tl y were to attempt to answer with-

in their small groups. She displayed a transparency of

the first question (seg Appendix G) as she read it aloud.

The cluc!stion was, "How dr-' the c!irrj(:Ulum

to c_ t living i'urticLpents were yin Lvn ioiid
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to discust- the question w thin the ir groups, and then one

spokesperson from each group shared her/his p's major

ideas with the other partici- ts .

The groups then, followed Lh 0 same app

sho

stio

tran

read alotl by the

:h soy(

The other (11iC sti hs, whi rc i ll

y pro

eilitator, were

(see Appendix (1) and

How good a job are we doing now?
How can we improve our curriculum?
How can community resources be used to

improve the curriculum?
How can everybody work together to in
prove the curriculum?

Throughoub the small group discussions which wore focused

upon answering these guestiols, the facilitator assisted

as needed with the various groups and encot,ged all in-

volved to consider all of the questions in _ terms of their

Own schools.

Af =11 questions had been diSe and opp rtuni

had been provided for all small groups to share their

ideas with the entire group of participa Ls, the faci.11-

tator urged every parti ip _It to keup the ideas that had

been generated during the ses ion e n-tantly in mind so

that action could follow. Then, as a final note, she

challenged every con unity particivint to bring and i

valve at least one other -pc son in the culuminating

session of the ilstitute so that as many persons as

possible could beco e involv-- in effectihu the dev_7;i_ od

change. 6 2



The session was eonc ludod n.vi -

teacher participant., of the Post Session Reaction form

for the thi d day of the ins itut (see Apl

EVALUATION OF DAY THREE SEsSIONS:

Po-t Session Reaction data for the third hiy oF the

Lute were even more Ivoiib1e I lion Lho!;0 i_nddc,aol II) WA

one and two. Responses to the first iteM have been indicated

in the table provided below:

Percentage of Participants Responding
Favbrably and Unfavorably to Four Aspects of the

ssion_S-on_ Slible_Relevancy

1The infotmation on the topic
!of subject relevancy Nras0
was noL) already known . d

The information on the topic of
subject relevancy seemed to have
(little) (a great deal of)
future importance or value.

Not

,T

Idttle Great Deal

The information on thc topic of
subject relevancy seemed
(applicable) (not applicable) te

an instructional situaljon.

No.

Applicable_ A lice lc

The activities involved with
the topte of subject relevancy

rore) ,(were not) interesIing
d motivating.

Wore

7':

Wore Not

nation of the e percentages indicates morn favorable

than unn-_ able

6 0
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the item, ond in each C 1A.0 the pot -0 ii Lig oP i rtjoi pi nts

respo- favorablY Jr: or t han Ioi ho c 0 I ho

tmo doy3 of the institute. lt i s obvi ou s Frk-n hoso d La

that parti ipants' enthusiasm for and inter_st in the i

stitute's sessions were increasinq daily during the first

throe days of the institute.

Items six, seven, and eight of the Post Se-ion Reaction

instrument for day three indicated an increase in parti-

cipants level of involvement over the levels they h I

indicated for days one and two. Moan ranks of involv

ment i.ndcated by participants for these it ms have been

indicated belo

Item

During the presentation sessions
I was

Mean Rank of
InvolveMent

on_a_Nine Point Scale

During the field trip I was 7.9

DL-ing the discussions I was 7.4

*A rank of I indicated as- involvemen__ and a ranl-
indicated greatest involvement.

The free responses to the remaining items on the instrum It

were compatable to those tor cLiv ono and Lwo oxeopt for

there being a greater number of non-respondiny participants

_ 2
this time. It should be noted that

Session Reaction for

this day the Post

inisLcrcd Lhc last,

minutes of the day, and participants
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and somewhat eager to y home. Since they had been

told that they could leave as soon as they completed

their reaction for s, it is not at all difficult to

understand why many of th. em may have provided only

_nimal responses to the form. Several participants

even comme-ted to staff members that, they wore just

too tired to complete the forms that late in the day.

Consequently, even though the original agenda lad

several more daily post session reactions scheduled

for the end of the day, the staff decided that it was

appropriate to reschedule them so that all would be

administered the f rst thing in the morning.

6 5
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DAY FOUR_ _

SESSION ONE:

OBJECTIVES:

All Day Work Exposure Activity

Participants will describe several advantages to formal
observation tools and structured interviews to make ob-
servation of workers more meaningful.

Participants will describe worker tasks and environments
within several career clusters.

SESSION_DESCRIPTION:

The session began with all participants ' gathering En one

la_ge group in the cafeteria. The fi:cilitator distributed

a folder to each participant and then told the group tha

the folder .contained matrials they would need throughout

the day. She elaborated about the contenta- of the folder

by pointing out that included within it wore the name of

the person to contact at the work exposure sit , the

address Of the business, and the various observation a-d

intervi q forms that they would be -e-ted to .complete

at the site. The for which wore included in this folder

ri_ay be examined in Appendix H.

The facilitator pointed out to participants t:- -y

should consider the observation and int-_rview fe-ms as

:potential models for instructional aids to use with their

students in similar fi-ld trips. She went over the various

forms'with the partici-ants and oxpliiieci how I:boy wore to

be used to exa ine the worker tasks and env ronments that

they would be observing on their trips.

6 6
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Partici ants were told that they wero expected to sp

the entire day at their spocifi d work sites and that

they would discuss their day's experiences the Collcwinj

mor ing.

Participants were dismissed to visit their work -vposure

sites. The remainder of this session took place at the

numeros businesses i volved a d ended tor each partici

pant when she or he was di sin is sc1 by the cout pors

thP co iaiq busi a t end 01 thc, wnrk ctly

EVALUATION-OF DAY FOUR SESSIONS:

Post session reaction data for da- four wore less

tensive than for the earlier days siiice only ono major

activity took place during th_ day, ie, the all-day

work exposure field trip.

One item on the instrument asked the participan to

rank their level of involvement for the all-day work

exposure activity. When the ranks marked by all Nati-

cipants were averaged, a mean rank of 8.0 was obtained,

which was the highest mean rank for y activity up to

that poi- t In the instit te. The 7eader should bp L-

minded t 't the highest possible rank thLy could have

assigned would have beer a rank of 9.0, therefore the

level of involvement for the fourth day can be viewed

as extremely high .
6 7
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It she rild be noted, , that thero woro wr r non-

respondents on the free response iLems than for any of

previous days. Typical of the positive ODIMIWILS

were the following:

"It was extremely worthwhile to me for
planning my curricula units."

"This would be a tremeldous resource for
stimulating teenagers to continue schooling
either educationally or in trade areas."

"I realize now how many people aro concerned
and work toward a better Mesa --forjove and
concern, nnt $."

Although there were lardly any common L which could be

considered negative, several participants suggested

that two half day trips would have been pr-_ferable to

spending an entire day at one site.
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DAY. FTVE./ SESSION ONE: Work Exposure Sharilg Time

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will describe similaritios and difference
of workers across career clusters.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

Participants were divided into two groups, with o qroup

for those involved _ith secondary students and the other

for those involved with elementary stude ts. Before the

main activities of this session were started, the partici-

pants were given five minutes to respond to the Po t

Session_Reaction form for the fourth day of the institute

(see Appendix B).

Withil each of the two larc r groupo for seCondary and

elementary, participants wore divided into separate small

groups for ease of discussion. The facili ator then told

all groups that they were to share some of the things they

exp'enced on tleir work ex osure visits of the day before.

Participants were given fifteen minutes for small group

shariny of their experience.,:, and then the facilitator

stopped them for a change of activity. She then diroctod

pa r_icipants to use the large pads of paper on L ir tlbles

to prepare a chart of tho similarities and differences

which they observed among workers at the various sites

they had visited.

6 9
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After fifteen minutes the facilitator again stopped the

-small group activity, collected their char:s, and posted

them on the wall around the room where all could see.

Then she asked one person from each small group to share

her/his group's conclusions about the similaritiTs and

differences ,observed with 1 1 of the other partJcipanLs .

The facilitator briefly summariz d this sharing session

by pointing out the significance of designing experiences

for students which can help them become aware of career

si ilarities and differences such as those they had ob-

ved. -and-- identified .

Participants were dismissed for a ten minute break and

the first session of the rnorn.i nq wau cone 1nded.

DAY EIVF SESSION TWO:_ Information "sion ott Work
Exposure Trips Available for
Participants' Students

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will select two types of work exposure f eld
trip sites which thev wish their students to explore, plan
the work exposure experiences, and schedule them for the
month of September.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

The participants met in one large group in the cafeteria,

and the proj et director started the session. She ex-

plat] Lh Lhere were neve 7 f'Inand i i ;-ElnH-

'P a- i in 'le to them for career IneoLion innLrucIl GIld 1
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resources. She ldentifi-d and elaiioruLcd ipon L1i L pos

of resources and the requirements regarding their use.

One of the major resources to be made available to parti-

cipants was explained in detail. They were told that they

could have two work exposure field trips for their students

for use du-ing the month of Septe-1--- They were then

Tven information about staff members vho would assist theili

scheduling the trips. Next they were told of the piod-

uot format they would,be expected to follow in planning

and gaining approval for their field trips. Among the

product requirements were the specification of a purpose,

goal or objective, a pre-activity, and a post- tv (

Appendix I for copies of transparencies which were used

pro 7ide les of these requiromn); and r L r ipun t.!!,

were directed Le do sign their own o .,orrati and iner-

view forms for the trips.

The. project .director then introduced_another _staff. m mbar

who explained the career seminar activity in which partic-

ipants would become involved on the seventh day of the

institute. She explail -d what sp-akers would he in -Avod

and the scheduling of the seminars and thel asked that

particip Its be sure to sign up for their choice sometime

that day (the fifth day).

Participants were direc ted Lo move Lo L he "Loam" icoinu In

the instructional pod .--)reparaLi cii u I thcir .1A2:.oti plans



for-the'. student work cposure field _Lr ips. As soo_ as

everyone arrived in the several team rooms, a team coordin-

ator worked with each group to help them fill-in all needed

thritis for the work exposure trips and begin writing up the

plans. After -ll dire-tions had been given m i everyone

knew what fo- :0 be completed and how they were to

be completed, the participants spent the remainder of the

=sion writi g their work exposure plans.

77'

SESSION THREE:- Resources Hunt:
Getting into it

OBJECTIVE:

Participants qill identify several specific media re-
sources appropriate for increasing career awareness with
their own students.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

Participants met in one large-group in the cafeteria. The

project director started the ses-Lon by telling them that

they were going to have the opportunity to look at various

.-
instructional materials relevant Le !drool: (4hicMLoh. :;ho

told them that the instruct onal materi ls funds -hich were

being n de available to th-n- could be used _o purchase many

of the materials which they'would be seeing. She .wint 1

out, also, that maly the materials were available f--

kout and use without the nu -4iLy Cor purchosin,_

them. Procedures were U as to whom on the-staff they

1d conLict pur I
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materials. The project director then introduced the main

facilitator for the resource hunt.

The fa ilitator told participants that the remainder of the

-afternoon.would' be devoted to the resources hunt. She

pointed out that there were tables ofjnstruetional --terials

a_anged around the edges of the room and that they would

be free to spend the first segment of the afternoon session

in browsing through these displayed resources. Represen-

tatives from several commercial firms were among those

having displays available. Participants were allowed

thirty minutes for examina ion of these materials, and

then the -facrlitator directed everyone to move to tl

rooms in the instru tional pbd.

'When participants arrived in the instructional pod they

were divided into four separate grouPs (K-3, 4-6, j -_-ior

high school, and senior high school groups) and . then were

shown, by the team coordinators, recently produced career

education films, filmstrips and slide-tape presentations

appropriate for the age level of the students with whom
a

they were involved. Participants were directed to keep a

record of the names of all films and fil strips t_

liked well enough to want to use within their classrooms

so that they could order them.for actual use.

The session was concluded when all the resources on

hand had been shown and discussed.

7 3
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-EVALUATION OF.DAY, FIVE SESSIONS:

-Ite s five, six, and seven on the Post Session Reac _ion

instrument for day five (see Appendix B ) indicated

po-itive responses fro_- participants with regard to

their level of involvement. Mean ranks of involve-

ment indicated by participants on three items

have been indicated below:

Item

Mean -.Rank of
Involvement

on a Nine Point Scale*

During the experience
sharing-sessions I was 7.6

During the work exposure
planning session I was 7.1

During the resources
hunt I was 6.1

*A rank of I indicated leas_ involvement and a rank of 9
indicated greatest involvement.

Th re was a-high-per entag -of-non- dents-to the free

response items en this day'- reaction form, with close to

75- of participants leaving the last item blank. Of those,

-responding to the last item, approximately half offe -d

highly positive remarks and the other half somewhat nega-

tive remarks. The positive remarks pointed to the ex-

cellence of the films and the experience sharing sessions;

and the negative' marks indicated that there had not been

enough breaks given for such a long work day and that there

was.more paper work than they preferred.
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DAY SIX / SESSION ONE: Increasing Field Trip Effectiveness

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will specify at least three major factors
that should be conside.d and incorporated in planning and
conducting an effective field trip. (This objective was
shared with- the third session of the day, since both
sessionS were necessary for its accomplishment.)

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

The first session of the sixth day of the institu e

started with the distribution of the Post Session Reaction

sheet for the fifth day's activities (se_ Appendix 13 ).

.The staff meMber in charge of evaluation distribut-d the

forms, allowed five minutes for this completion, a d

then collected them.

The session facilit,- or then introduced and showed a slide-

tape presentation on effective use of.field- trips.

The staff member in charge of coo -dinating commun ty

resources then spoke to partidipa-_ts about the

field trips that would be available for their stud nts

throughout the coming school year and the procedures that

should be followed in planning for and scheduling the

t ips. ThLn she explained the field trip opt ons that

were available for their 1_ Lticipation later that morning.

Next-the project director spoke to the participants and

directed them to notic'e everything related to the field

trip they were about to take that mornimj so that they
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could identify those factors which -hould be considered

in planning and conducting an.effective field trip. She'

pointed out th-7 the staff members conducting the morning's

trips were going to model those important,factors.

Using overhead projection to write th_ major points on a

transparency as she talked, the project dir-ctor the- spent

several minutes in helping participants summarize theffmajor

concepts that had been consid_ --A up to that poi L in the

institute. After the summary-was completed, she told them

that the next major focus of the institute would be upon

the concepts of competition and cooperatio- especially-_
as they relate to the world of work. She added that these

concepts would be the main ones they should consider on U _

field trip which they were about to take.

The project dir ctor then hel ed participants recall anL

sununarize the different kinds of instructional strategi--

that had been modeled by staff members th7oughout the

institute. As participants identified strategies which
1

had been employed, the director recorded the

transparency which was being projected for all to see.

When the instructional strategies had been listed, the

project director told participants that after the da 's

field trip they would be able to combine information

acquired-from the slide-tape presentation vie ed earlier

and from the approaches they would see If doled in the

7 6
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day's field trip and,-thus, list at least three major

factors that should be col-idered and ilcorporated in

planning and conducting an effective field trip.

The project director then gave parLicipants an overview

of the other sessions that would be condu-ted throughout

,the day, stated the o jectives of these sessiol- and

-directed participants to move to their team rooms

.instructional pod for the second sass ion of the day.

DAY ST SESSION TWO:

- OBJECTIVES:

Competition and Cooperation
4

Participants will identify three ways cooperation and om-
petition play a part in their own occupational situat ons.

Participants will develop observation and interview tool
which will assist students in observing and interviewing
workers regarding the concepts ofcooperatiOn and 'com-
petition.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

Participants -e e divided into four groups -(K , 4-6,

junior high school, and senior high school) in the 1-

structional pod.

The facilitator started the s ssion by saying that they

would spend some time in an activity that would help them

look at the concepts of competition d coopera ion.

Participants were divided into groups of six to eight.

T 0 members from each group then wore appointed Le serve

as observers.
7 7
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A puzzle box was plac 1 in the ccnter f each lahle aml

specific_ direc,tions were given to all groups for working

with the puzzles. After directions had been giv n as to

the procedures t- be-follmed in assembly of the puzzles,

participants were informed that the fi -t member of any

team to be first ih the room to fi ish her/his portion of

the puzzle would receive a pr ze. They were told, also,

that the f rst team to com-Aete the entire puzzle would,

as a team, receive a prize.

PerL:Lcipan ts started work, itii 1L q L:oI11x

The observers sod by watching the proce s and record-

ing their observations on an "Observer's cet" handout

(see Appendix J) which they had been given at the sta t

of the activity. When the f rst per on completed an in-

dividual portion of a group puzz,e, the first prize

issued (the prizes were pieces of candy) ; and who_

fir L group completed a complete puzzle, they Loo, were

given prizes.

Tie activity- was allowed to continue until all groups

had coNpleted their puzzles, and then parti ipants were

directed to move neir chairs into one large circle for

discussion. In tie cir Le discussio obilerver:i and
---

group members tI 1 shared the feelings and frustrations

they 1acI expe g Lhe
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Throughout: Lh, discuss i the f--illLater helpod partic-

ipants direct their attention toward the ways in which

the concepts of competition and cooperation had ente--d

into the activity. And after the concepts had been con-

sidered in relation to the puzzle activity, the facilita-

tor guided them toward a consideration and-discussion of

how competition and cooperation play a patL in their own

occupational situations.

After t_e discussion about how competition and coopera-

tion played Parts in their careers, the parti c ipants wcro

directed to= oturn to their small groups and, wi. thin

these groups, develop one observation form and'one

interview form to:focus upon the concepts of Competi-

tion and cooperation. _he facilitator directed them

to design the tools for effective use with their own

students, and she told them that they would be able to

try out or test their observation and interview tools

while-on-thfi id-trip-later in _he-morning.

Participants were allowed to develop group forms, but

all were advised to make their own individual copies

.the group forms. After sufficient time had elapsed for--

all group. to complete the task, the various forms which

had been generated were shared with a A critiqued by the

other par Ii.CLpili'1Li .
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The fa ilitator congrat 41atel all participants on the

quality ,of the forms tHey had developed and then dis-

tributed sample observation and interview forms (s

Appendix J.) which she suggested might give them .addi-

tional ideas for developing oth-, forms in the future.

Participants were told when and where to meet the busses

for he day's field trips, and then. were dismissed for

their trips as this session wa's ccicluded.

DAY SIX SESSION_THREE: On Site Exploration of
Competition and Cooperation Concepts

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will specify at least three m jor factors
that should be-considered and incorporated in planning
and conducting an effective field trip. (This objective
was shared with the first seSsion of the day, since both
sessions were necessary for its accomplishment.)

-ESSION DESCRIPTION:

Participants gathered at the busses as they held been

direct-d and then were taken to the field t:ip sit

Half of the participants visited Shamrock Dairy faci1i

ties and the other half visited Safeway Grocery Warehouse

facilities. The trips including travel time, encompassed

t o hours' time.

This s ssion was concluded when participants -rrived

back at Powell Scho
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DAY S SE0 IdN FOUR: Infrmation/Study Session
Adult/Parent Shadowing and
other Career Education Progia s

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will distinguish between certain education/
community programs such as career expc-mx,, career ex-
ploration and adult/parent shadowing.

SESSION DESCRIpTION_:_

Participants were divided into tWO groups for the after-

noon sessions, with one group attending this i formation/

study session first and then participating in a tel lec-

ture session and the other group participating in the

same two sessions (with slight differences for th-, sake

of grade level relevance) in the reverse order.

The facilitator had participants gather in a circle and

then she described to them several of the _major career

education programswhich had been in operation. The

first program described was that identified as ] /

Tarent Shadowing. it was expla ned that this is a one-

half to two day experience in which the student closely

observes an adult in her/his work tasks. The second Iro-

gram was identified as a Career Exposure program involv-

ing ten hours 'of group or individual exposure. And the

third program identified was the Career Exploration Pro-

gram which was described as a 64 hour on to explor

Lion f t the student with cight hours per week over an

eight week period.
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The facilitator th-n introduced Dave J ffries, from Powell

Junior High School, and said that he had direct expe iL- e

with most of the programs and would point out-some of the

similarities and differences among the programs. She

added that though the individual programs do differ they

all are aimed at giving students more expe- ie

serving workers so that they can make career

as wisely as possible.

co iu ob-

Dave Jeffries spoke to the group and described the various

programs in detail. After he finished his description of.

the programs-and the responses they had had toward them

at Powell School, participants were given the opportunity

to ask questions for more information.

The facilitator pointed out that one of our major tasks

was to "take the blinders off our students" and help "open

up their worlds," and she added that programs such as these

could make such a contribution. An animated discuss on

followed among participants and the facilitator on ways

that could be taken to, indeed, "- -n up the wolld" for

our students; Other career education prograr:

scribed in detail as a part of this ci Lcuss ion.

do-

The facilitator concluded the session at the time wiich

was scheduled for this group's Lelelecture.

8 2
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-DAY SIX SESSION FIVE: Telelecture

OBJECTIVES:

Participants will describe seveLal advantages of usin_
telelecture in the classroom situation.

Participants.will prepare a telelecture request for use
of telelecture with their own students.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

Participants gathered in the media center in preparation

for the telelecture session. The individuals to be inter-

vie ed by telelecture for each of these sessions were

Mr. Carl E. Hartnack, President of Security Pacific National

Bank of California, whose bank had been actively involved

in many innovative career education programs, and

W iliam Murphy, Vice President, Mutual of Omaha, and

President Of the National Alliance of Businessmen. When

each of-these individuals was contacted, participants took

turns in asking questions about the career programs with

which they had been involved.

After the interview, particip:nts discussed advantages of

the use of telelecture in the classroom for career educa-

tion experiences, and then they developed telelecture

questions for use in another telelecture session cheduled

f--- the eighth day, of the institute. Additionally, they

were given directions for a A started upon the preparation

of telelecture requests for th- use of a telel Lture with-

in their own classroom.

ir



EVALUATION OF DAY SIX SESSIO S:

Post Session Reaction data for tho si LA day of the insti-

tute were quite p sitive. Responses to the first item

have been indi-at,,d in the table provided below:

Percentage of Participants Respondiny
Favorably and Unfavorably to Four Aspects o

Sessions on Competition and Cooperation
ana increasinc eiela Tri trtectiveness

!

Was Was Not
!The information (was) (was
not) already known.

1

f

685'.

-."- Little Great Deal
,The information seemed to
.have (little) (a great deal of
,future importance or value.

-

21&

Not
A lica le1

The information seemed Applicable
(applicable) (not applicable)

,to an instructional situation. 9.3t 7'.

re e-- N t
;The activities ( ere) (were
.not) interesting and
.motivating.

87r6 1Y.

Four items on this instrument called For the participant to

rank h his level .of involvement. The mean ranks of re-

sponses to all four of these itc:fflS have been indicated below.



I tem

During the presentation sessions
was

During the field trip
was

Moan Rank of.
Involvement
Nine Point Scale

7.4

During the Adult/Parent
Shadowing Session I was

During tho telelecture session
was

5.9

7.0

*A rank of I indicated icast involvement and a -r(.71n7k -9

indicated greatest involvement.

While these mLan rankings -ere not all as high as fo

several earlier sessions, all were above the mid-point

of the scale and were thus, decidedly on the positive

side.

Among the typical free response comments were the

following:

"I'm finding that lecture presentations
this point are putting me to sleep. I'm
still loving the activities and field ex-
periences, but just getting too tired to
retain lecture - presentation material."

"The day went by vdry quickly, which mea
it was all inter-sting to mo."

"This was the most motivating day I lave
spent so far. I'm so excited about school
and applying these concepts that it's hard
to think about anything else. I've been
very stimulated by these sessions."
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DAY_ S EN SESSION ONE: Eft-2G i:e Use of Career Speak°

OBJECTIVE-

Participant-, yin describe several ways guest speakers ca
be used to enhance.the relevancy of the curriculum.

SION DESCRIPTION:

Participants gathered in the cafeteria in one large group

and spe t the first five minutes in completing the L -t

Session Reaction for the sixth day of the institute see

Appendix B ).

The )roject director -eeted the participant_ and told them

that the focus of the day's activities wo ld be upon effec-

tive use of career .peakers and that the staff members would

be attempting to model an approach which is more effective

than merely having speakers talk to the students. c'he then

turned the program over to staff member who was to be the

principal facilitator for the session.

The fa ilitator told participa t_ that undoubtedly there

w-:e many things they already knew of which should be done

for -ffective use of career speakers. She then directed

them to work in small groups and wiHdl the larr 1;4

paper o- their tables to make a list of, first, the I:11in

one should do before a guest speaker comes, second, the

things one shou31 do during a gues

third, the things one should do after th_ speaker has gone.

r!-- visit, and
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Fifteen -inutes were allowed for participants to complete

the assigned task, and then the facilitator stopped the

participants and asked them to take out their copies of

the "Community Resonrc -se- ApL Adix K) brochure in-

eluded within their notebooks. She had them open the ro-

chures as she held up a copy for all to see, and then she

pointed out the major features o_ the brochure.

The brochure's suggestions about what to do before, dL

and after career speaker visits were pointed out by the

facilitator and compared a_d combined with the ideas the

participants-had generated in their gro-ps earlier. The

facilitator then summari7.cd and concluded the session.

DV( SEVEN
=

SES,ION TWO: DeCiSiO A- Ma k 1

OBJECTIVE:

ld Plan! ing

Participants will describe at least one way they can help
students in their classrooms understand the relationship
between decision-making and career planning.

sEssTpN DESCRIPTION:

The project director started the session by telling parti

ipants that' t would foc s upon the relationship between

decision- aking and career ,planning. She then said to the

participants, "We keep Lmying Lo studotits that they have

choices, but what --e these choice ?" She paus d for

participants to respond, then asked, "What do we go through

when we make a choice?" and _ used again for their res-

ponses the question.
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The project director than asked "how many f u really

weigh every thing when we make a dacisi n?" and without

waiting for participant responses added "How many of us

just react?" She pointed out that- many people t nd to

react without careful decisiol-making and that perhaps

they do so because they've not been helped to learn how

to go about making choices A.y. These coiiinients served

as the iltroduction to a film about decision-making. The

film, entitled "Decisions-Decisions II
,ihown no:NI:. It

is a Bread and Butterflies film which tells a story about

a little boy who has some difficult decisions to make.

When the-film-ended, participants were directed to divide

themselves into groups of two or three persons each.

Staff members distributed a set of wor_sheets which were

designed to accompany the film to each participant.(See

Appendix K). .The project director gave dire Lions for use

of the worksheets and participants began the task.

After participants had worked for several minutes, the

project director stopped them and summarized the siglif-

icance of the u e of such activ ties with their students.

This concluded the session, a_l the participarts were

then disnis'ed for a brief break before tho start of the

next.

8 8
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DAY SEVEN SESSION THREE: Career Seminar Pre aration

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will prepare a list of questions apire-
priate for a career seminar.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

Participants gathered in t'=, team rooms of the instr

.tional pod and were given inforinri tion abo the care

seminars scheduled t. or the latter half of the morning.

The f :ilitator told who the seminar s-Nakers would be_

and summarized career education colcepts which should

be kept in mind during the seminars. Larticipants then

were directed to prepare a list of (p.p.-ions for use in

the semina

After the questions had been prepared participants were

dismissi_d for a brief break which was to be L flowed by

the actual career semin

DAY SEVEN SESSION COUR: Career

OBJTIVE:

Participants will describe several advantages of conduct-
ing career seminars for their students.

SESSION DESCRIPTION:

Participants gath rec in the team roams of the instr c-

tional pod, four sepa ra L groups formed (K-3,' 4-6,

8 9
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niot high school an( hiqh A t-1 trAl o

career speaker was sche naed fot each group duliny

inar.

In ea _ group, the -peaker was int oduced and the facili
tator spoke briefly to orient Lho g uoi L Lo the goal.; 01

h- inst tLte and the partici ants to t

the guest.

background of

Participants then used their prepared questions as a

frame ork for their interaction with the guest, but they

did not hesitato to Move beyond the questions as needed.

Example -of-the types of questions used may be examiled

in Appendix K.

After forty minutes had passed, the facilitatL__ summarized

the major points brought out in the fi st seminar and

thanked the guest speaker. Career Seminar Two was then

t_Igun with a differ- LI guest, m cl Lhe !;am p:c odin 0 was

followed in interac.t edth this qua st as had becn

followed in the first seminar. After the completion

of the second seminar, all participants gathered in

one large group in the cafeteria for a wrap-up and

summary discussion of the adva tages of condu -ing

career sem nars. Dave Eacleli 7ger, principal, doscribeci

to the participants his approach to career seininar s

a junior high school setting.

87
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DAY:SEVEN / SESSION FIVE:

OBJECTIV

-or S s P1aniiiq ssion

Participants will develop written plans for using career
speakers in their classrooms.

Participants will prepare a map of indi_idual fieldisi te
near their schools which can 1)0 utilized during the year.

SSION_DESCRIPTION:

Participants met in the cafeteria and lad disIri._)utod _

them immediately a form to follow in the writing of their

plans for using career ._peakers during the year

Appendix - , The facilitator briefly explain d the form

as she prolected a cbpv of it by tra sparency, and t In

asked participants to complete and return it by the next

day.

The facilitator told participants that their experiences

with career sp akers in the institute should'h.ve given ,

them some ide about how to use such s _akers in their

schools and thct they would now need to identify specific

uses for career speakers in their own c-- '-ula. She

then stressed that the fo is they completed would be co

sidered as initial reluests and that staff members would

work toget _ _ith them to solidify all pl'-ns after the

institute.

The staff member in charge of coordimr=ing coMmunity re-
,

source services then distributed copies of a handout en-

titled "Guidelines for Community Resource iviLies,

88
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"Pa-ticipating Buviness Ouestionna re and a "Sample Site

Identification Map" (See Appendix K). Eact of these was

explained and participants were told that they would be

expected to work in school groups to explore the business

area around their school and prepare a map of the nearby

businesses which could be used as community resources

during the' year. Pa ticipants wore directed to compl

one "Participating Business Questionnaire" for ea_h

bu iness site they identified on their maps.

Questions were asked by the participants about the com-

pletion of the forms and about the Resource

fication trips they were about to make. After all ques-

tions had been ereci participants were dismissed for

completion of their site identifi ation tasks. ,



EVALUATION OF DAY SEVEN SESSIONS:

Responses to the first item on the Post S __ion Roaction

instrument for day seven (see Appendix lave been in-

dicated in the table provided bolow.

Percentage of Participants Responding
Favorably and Unfavorably to Four Aspoets of rho

Sessions on Decision-ma,
Career Planning and Effective Use of Career peth ers

Was Was Not
The information (was) (was
Jlot) already known.

575'

The informas_ion seemed to have
(little) (a great deal of

i future importance or value.

Lit t Deal

197

The information seemed
(applicable) (not applicable)
to an instructional situation.

mplfcable

88`:%

81

Not
ApplicaA,e

The activities (were) (were
not) interesting and motivat-
ing.

1.ere Were Not

As with responses to item one, reported above, data from

the level of involvement rankings obtained from items s:

seven and eight were also positive. The mean rank of in-

volvement for each of the ite s has been indicated in the

table which follows.

9 3
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item

Mean Rank of
involvement

on a Nine_Point_ -ale_

During the -res-- Ation
sessions I was 7. 0

During the care-- seminars
I was 8.1

During the individual resource
_ite identification s--sion I was

*A Lank of I indicated least involvement and a tank of 9
indicated greatest involvement.

onses to the reniain,ing iLom _f the instru

ment wore comparable to those on the Post Session

tions for the previous days of the institute. There were

only four negative respo ses, three of which indicated

resistance to the "paperwork"nmvolved diring the day,

and one other which suggested that the site identification

should have been scheduled in the morning rather than the

heat of the afternoon. Favorable comments included

usual "vety good", and "very enjoyable" as well as several

responses -hich indicated that the paLicipants had boon

rrly and courteously received by th busincss sites

t -y visited.



DAY EIGHT SESSION ONE:

OBJECTIVE:

:planation Vehicle Oa -
anc:

Vehicle Tour

Participants will identify several idvan igc5 oF 1_7017

vehicle tour.

SESSION DESLIIPTION:

The session began in the cafel., a- 1 par LicipanLu

devoted the first five minutes tcorpletion of the

Post Ses i_t Reaction form for the seventh day of the

-titute (see A pendix B ).

The project director gave an overview of the activities

plan d for the final day of tho i ns tilule and srared

the instructional objectives t r day. She then

told participants that she hoped each of them would be-

come_ a catalyst for career education within the schools,

and used this statement as a framework for encouraging

them to c rry a co mitment to the concpts of career

education with the- -t the end of the ins Li tutez

then introduced the fa ilitator for the vehicle U)ur.

The facilita _or explained to participants exactly what

hicie days aLd vehicle tours aro and then gay

directions as to how they d go ab_ _ planning such

events for their own schools. She distrib- ted a forl

e titled "Vehicir Dis'play Da s Appendix L ) , which

9 5
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gave information about !he thin ono hciui d consider

in planning a :1 _rgani? l nq a yell' to Lour, ant, woi

over the 101:111 with the par-icipa.nts.

Ne% L the facilitat_.-: told parLicipa ts wh vehicles

were available for their sample tour that morning a-

directed them to ;unci no more _than t L juinutes at e

vehicle so everyon- N,o ld havo a chan to hL1

them. She then directed them to spend a Few minutes in

making a list of questions which they would like to ask

the drivers of t-le vehicles to give them an idea of how

the drivers-mi-ht respond to different types of ques-

tions their st c-ents might ask.

After pe ticipi-Its had generated their lisLs oF ques-

tions, they wore dis issed, a few it livi uu is at; a time,

for the tour. As they left the room, anothr.- stall

member counted them off by tens and pave carb group of

ten directions as to the order in which their group

LO Vi

Participants spent the noxL hour

ing the vehicles which woro pa thored in one parkini! l-t

at Powell School. Among tl _ vehicles on h 1nc were an

electric compa_y's bucket truck, a police patr_l car,

a dog catcher truck,-a telephone installer truck, and

a paramedic truck; and accompr= -ying each vehicle

were the crew members who normally worked with i

93
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Par 'cipants moved from o

questions of the workers and

vehicle to another asking

re

of the various items of equipmeit

iv ng demonstrations

The session was concluded af er the allotted time had

&I and par Li cipaii Ls ::',ev-od to

DAY EIGHe S.ION

OBJECTIVE:

ToJe L t-uve

no7,,t f=2

Participants will identify several factors which sh- ld
be considered in planning an effective Lelelecture.

SESSION-DESCRIPTION:

During this portion of the day participants were divided

into two groups (one for those involved with high scho 1

and another for those involved wi th elementary students),

and while one group attend d the telelecture session the:

other attended the mini proposal session, and then both

groups switched for their second s ss ion. The mi i pro-

posal arl Leiclocture sessions were essentially tho sa no

'for both groups with the only differences being in the

grade level orientation.

For the telelecture, participants gathe 11 in the media

center and took turns asking the telelecture qu-stio__

they h d prepared in an earlier sesion. Three employees

from the same busines.s were interviewed (the (-imp],

wero from Salt River Pr onf., 1 1. nc II nfld

from Empir:' Machi nary for the t thur

54
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ACter lIu 1elcjcLtire the facitilLor Ieo Ihe p;Artv.i(s!i-

pants in a discussion of the hinys they should consider

in planning an effective telole -Lure in r their own

students.

DAY EIGHT 'ICU 1 RZE: L-Pr

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will com lete a mini-proposal requcs 7 form
for use of $24.00 for a substitute Leacher, (to be used
by .September 17th), instructional materials,... supplies, or
duplication.

SEION DESCRIPTIO

Participants gathere_ in one of the team roo q in the

instructional pod, and t e facilitat r started the

session by expiiining to th_ t this time would be

devoted to helping them complete their mini-proposal

requests.

Participants were guided through the f_ n be corn-

pleted for the mini-proposals, and then the facilitator

reminded everyone of all the products that were due for

the entire institute in case soMO participa Ls had iiot

yet submit-=d ev rything

The last portion of this s-ssion was spent in coin 1oLion

of the "Participant Post Program Evaluation" of the enViro

(see Appndi.-.-: ).
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DAY EIGHT / SESSION FOUR: f-,;chool Planning Will We Do IL?
Wrap up Farewell

OBJECTIVE:

Participants will outline a plan for implementation of
career education in their own schools.

SESSJON DESCUIPTION:

This session involved both teacher and oommunity partic-

ipants, but the teacher participants were scheduled to

return from their lunches thirty minutes before the

community participants were to arrive. During this

thirty mtnute time segment teacher participants re-

spon(Hd to the cognitive post assessment instrument

(see Appendix A ).

When the community participat -s had all arrived and

joined the teachers, the project director welcomed every-

one to the final session of the institute and then gave

a summary of the major activities and accomplishments of

the institute.

The project director then introduced Dr. Jim Zaharis,

Asscate Superintendent of Mesa Schools; and Dr.

Eaharis spoke briefly to the group. After Dr. Zaharis'

address, Mr. Paul Bennowit:::,- Deputy Associate Superin-

tendent for Career Education with the State Department

of Educatio., addressed the group briefly, The project

director then gave the floor to the facilitator for the

session. 9 9
96



The facilitator asked for a show of hands to indicate

how many participants had brough t adcli Lional e mm_nity

members with th t to the session. She _cowed

all those who were in ttendance for thi, first time.

The facilitator then told participanls L t they v -o

to spend some time in examining a chool inylmentation

program. She a-k-,,c them to work together in their

school gro ps (participants had been di -i ed into

school ,groups as, they entered) to prepare a list of

poss ble types of implementation using the large pads

of paper-placed upon all tables '-- recording their

ideas.

Participants were allowed fifteen minutes to prepare

their lists a' the facilitator -Aralked among the groups,

assis ing as needed.

The facilitator stopp=11 the first group activity and

theL directed them to move one step at a time through

series of additional tasks -vhich included listi Cl

the types of implementation which appeared most feas-

ible in their own school, the problems th t might occur

in implementing the programs, and the ways these pro-

plems iniqht be solved. With each tas-, participants

worked in their own school gioups_ and the fa- ilitaLor

ss is ted here ne d
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After all these lists prupated, ho

tator asked each ci roup Lo identify onc type off im 1

mentation which they felt they could accomplish dunn

this school.year. Part cipants wore given Li

cuss this and decide what they would like to imple

and then ec h group was asked to report aloud to all

pa _tieipants what their group plan cd to do.

Participa ts then were asked to write up their plan and

submit it to the facilitato-7 so that she could have it

typ d up and returned to them as a reminder of whdb they

%gree to d., They were given fif -en minutes to write

up their school plans.

After the plans Were written up and submitted, the pro-
.,

ject director thankea all pa ticipants for their involve-

ment a d encouraged them to take all t 'd learned and

accomplished during the institute back with theni to U1--ir

schools or other working situations.

The session and the institute were concluded with Llic

community, business, parent, principal, and student

participant ' completion of the "Guest Participant

Information and Post Program L:valL_aLion" form (sec

TPendix R ) and the teacher participan s' completion

of the "Post Se sion Reaction" form for the eighth day

of Lhe institute C
,

Appendix 13 ),
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EVALUATION OF DAY EIGHT SESSIONS:

The P st Session Reaction instrument for the final day of

the institute (see Appendix B de- gned with fewet

questions- than the instru ents used for days one through

seven since participants.were asked to respond to t_o

other evaluative instruments the same c y (i.e., the

cognitive mastery instrument and the post institute reac

tion ristruiiient) .

The first.
C. z

o items allowed free respons -tici-

pants. By far the greate 4- .umber of favorable responses

focused upon their liking for the vehicle tour, although

a number of participants mentioned the interaction with

parents, stud-nts and community representatives as being

what they liked most. The few unfavorlble responses in-

dicated that there had been too many eval_ation instru-

ments to complete during the day and sugg sted that the

final session could have been bett-r organized.

Items three through six asked participants to assign a

rank to their leVel of involvement. The mean rank for

each item I_ s been reported in th7, table :hich f llows.
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Iteni

During the presentation
sessions I was

on

Mean Rank of
Involvement
Nine Point Scal

Durina the vehicle tour
I was

During the teielecture
session I was

6.6

6.6

During the mini- -o osal
session I was 6 7

*A rank of 1 indicated ieast involveme_t and a rank of 9
indicated greatest involvement.



VIII. EVALUATION

Thi_ section of the report presents a detailed description

of the infor ation obtained from all instrww__ and pro-

c-sses used to asses the effectiveness of the institute.

All evaluation data and comments have beer presontod in Lh-

order -hich the instruments and processes were identified

in .Section III Evaluation Plans of this report.

PARTICIPANT PERFORMANCE ON COGNITIVE TEST ITEMS BASED UPON
INSTITUTE'OBJECTIVES.-

_

As pointed out in section three of this report, twe forms of -Li

cognitive instrument were used as a means of reducing the number

of questions to which each participant was asked to respond.

The pr-t--t was administered early in the mo-ling of the first

day of the institute, before instruction on the objectives of

the institute had begun. The same in tru ent, again in t o

forms, was administered at the end of the institute, on the

eighth day. Both forms of this instrument have been included

in Appendix A.

As may be seen by examination of this instrument, each form

co-_tained six separate te.,t items, all of which required the

participant to identify and/or list th- appropriate responses.

Scoring of all items was accomplished by co dn of partici-

pant -esponses to pre-specified model answers which had been
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formulated jointly by the pi eel= director 1Ik1 the staff

member in charge of evaluation. Prior to scoring, specific

point values were ass gned to each item, and includ d with

the model responses were directions as to what, portion of

the total pos ible points for a given item should be allowed

for each part answered correctly.

To assure o_jectivity in the scoring process, d _agnostic

and mastery versions of the test were shuffled before boiii

and the staff me -ponsible for the scoring vas

directed to cover that p rtion of the Lest which id ntifica

as mastery-or-diagnostic. It was only after all scoring

had been accomplished that tests were grouped into diagnostic

and mastery categories for pre-post compa isons.

Overall pre to post gains nave been shown in terms of average

points and percentages in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

OVERALL PRE TO POST GAINS IN PARTICIPANT PERFORMANCE

ON THE "SPRINGBOARDS TO LEARNING" COGNITIVE ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

Total

,Points

TEST !Possibl :

Form A

1.

7orm B

Forms A & B

Comhinee

DIAGNOSTIC

(PRETEST)

MASTERY

(POETTEST)

Average Average !Average Average

Score % Correct ScOre % Correct

12.9 56.5% 18,2

23 12.1

23 12.5

GAIN

Points Percentage

5.3 21.8%

52.2% 17.4 73.9&

54.3 17.9
,

11.4-6

5.3

5.1

11
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As may be seen by examination of these data, participants'

cognitive perfo_mance on both formF of the posttest was

higher than their pi formance on the pretest; therefore it

can be concluded that considerable learning did, indeed,

occur as a result of the institute.

Not only was there a gain from pre to p c2t on the overall

t- t scores, but examination of the separate test ite

revealed a considerabl', gain from pre to post on each it

These data have been presented in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

PRE TO POST GAINS IN PARTICIPANT PERFORMANCE ON THE "SPRINGBOARDS TO

LEARNING" COGNITIVE ASSESSMENT TOOL BY ITEMS

ITE4

. List below three caree

for students to know._

List.four different ways community resources can

used to enrich classroom learning.

DIAGNOSITC

_(PRETEET)

MASTERY

(POSTTEST) GAIN

0

0

0 0.

U W
t4 0 0

0 0 c as

1 V4
d H 0 'H W g
4 0Q ou
0

0 4 4 L!

development concepts important A
3 1.3

. Describe in 2 or 3 sentences, how the concepts of

career education .can make the curriculum more relevant.

4.

_

last three reasons why

_&B

A

43.3% 2.8 93,3 1.5 50.0%

25.0% 2.7 68.0%

45.0% 2,8

1,3 MO%

70.0% 1.0 1.5Ot

76%.iI 3.6%

List as many ways as ycu can in which career choice

affects one's lifestyle.

. Describe in two or three sentences how you define

success forjmself,

,
List at least one concept in the regula± curriculum in each

of 3 different subject areas that a xetail clerk would use

in accomolishing her/his job tasks.__

. List 5 importaht instructional ccnsideration you should

incorporate into your plans when using resources such as

field tripsi career_ sneakers_ ad 11TrE

6

5

4.5

2.2

75.0% 5.

44. 2.8

90.0%

56.0%

.9 15.0%

6,12.0%
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A close look at Table 2-revea1s that a pre t ,post gain

.0eeurred with each item; however, the amount of gain varied

-considerably from item to item. It may be seen ti't item

-number.one, which requIred the listing of three important

-career-development concepts, evidenced the great single

item gain, with a one and a half (1.5) poi t increase, from

pre to post which amounted to a higher percentage (50%) of

gain than any other item. In.contrast, however, item number

four of test form A, which required participants to "list

three reasons why people -ork " evidenced a pre to post gain

of only one tenth.of point (.1) which amo-nted to a low-

percentage 3.6%) of gain than any other tcm A po sible

explanation for such a difference in the amount of gain

between these two items probably lies within the nature of

the items themselves, for it is not surprising that fewer

participants would have exberienced difficulty listing three

reasons why people work on the pretest than would h4

difficulty listing three important career development concepts.

This evaluator would interpret the difference to be indica ive

of a test ite: wording which resulted ih less tha- optimal

discrimination rather than a failure ning to occur.

As an aid to summarizing the extent to which participants'

cognitive performance did, indeed, change as a res of the

inst-uction and activities of the institute, a graphic in-

terpretation of the pre to post cognitive gain has be n pre-

_d in FIgure 1.
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12

11

*WIIM"a diagnoStic (pretest)

z mastery (posttest)

P\

11 1

I

I

I

I

7 8 9 11 12 13 14 . 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

SCORE

Figure 1. A Comparison of Pre and Post Cognitive Test Scores and their

Frequency of Occurrence
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There should be no doubt in onyonr's mind, after examination

'Of this figure, that learning oceurred_as a result

-stkuction that took place in-the "Springboards to Le rning"

Institute..

PARTICIPANT POSI SESSION REACTIONS

As indicated earlier in this report, participant attitudes

teward each day's in truational activitios were obtain

through the use of instr ments which varied slightly fr m

day to day to respond to variations in daily acti iti s.

Copies of the eight daily Post Session Reaction instrument
, _

have be-- included in Appendix B.

Since information obtained from each of the eight daily

-instruments was presented earlier in this repo-t, afte.-

each day's session descriptions, a se-ond day-by-day dis-

cussion of the findings obtained -ill not be prese ted he'

in okdek to .avoid redundancy. However, some st mary com-

parisons of the findings obtained across the entire eight-

day period appear appropriate within the conte.t of this,

evaluation chapter.

Iigure 2 -hows the average rank of particip,nt p reption of

involvement.in the pre-entation sessions throughout the

eight day period. It should be noted th L no average rank

is,shown for days fou- and five because there were'no xten-

sive concept presentation sessions on either of Lhoso days
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Figure 2. Average Rank of Participant Perception of Tfivolvoment
in the PresehLation Sessions

(The highest rank possible WD5 0.0)

1 1 5
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Figure 3 shows the average ri.!111- of parLiciptiit perception

involvement by typ s of session and bY days.

Examination of Fi e 3 indicates that none of the

Of sessions was ranked below the .idPoint of the

scale, which would have been at a _ nk of 4.5. Obviously,

th _.,:participants felt involved to a high degree Ath all

f the sessions, it is also apparent, however, that

sessions motivated the participants to higher level- of

involvement thaii-did others. For ---ample, the all day work'

exposure of day fo-- and the career seminars of day seven

outranked all-ohe- sessions. similarly obvious are the

r:latively lower ranks ass gned to the presentation sessions

of days one and two, the resources hunt of day five, and the

adult/parent shadowing session of day six. Again, it must

be kept in mind that all of these' rankings are on ti

tive end of the nine-point scale of involvement,

mation as to areas of rel-tive strength can be of.

Si-

infor-

ense

help in making d- 'isions as to which areas need strenqthc

ing for future, similar ins itutes.
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DAY

Major Concept

or Focus

,of the

Presentations

Success &

Why Work

TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS FESPONDIO FAVORABLY AND UNFAVORABLY

TO FOUR ASPECTS OF THE MAJOR PRESENTATION SESSIONS OF THE INSTITUTE*

The information

was/vas not al-

ready know.

Was yes N t

The information seemed

to have little/a great

deal of future importance

or value.

Little A Great Deal

77% 23% 27% 73%

Lifestyle

Subject

Relevancy

Competition

E Cc,xerat;c::

r
A

Making,

Career

Planning t

Effective use

of Career

Sceakers

52% 46%

57%

57%

37%

19%

631

81%

The information

applicable/not

to an instructional

setting

AD licable

seemed

applicable

The activities

were not

and motivating,

were/

interesting

Not ApPlicable Were Were Not

P,91 12' Sl%

89%

93% 7%

'75%

9 %

25%

7%

191 68% 12%

*these ltemsTere not incluc:ed on the i0St
Session Reaction forms for days -., 5 anc. 8 because

were secon ary to the activity and interaction sessions on those days

91%

presentation sessions

1 9



le 3 present- a summary or the percentrtqe -f participm._

.ponding favorably and unfavorably to four aspects of the

major presentation sessions of the institute. Itis interest-

ing to note that in eve-y case but two many more

responded favorably than unfavorably. Since U _se t-- cases

involved the cOneepts of succe- why work, and lifestyle

with the ite- Ihich asked whether or not the information was

already known, the less fa orable responses may not really

need to be considered as unfavor-bie. P.ccause the conc-pts

involved were so straightfor rdand popular, expecting

them to represent new information to adult participants may

have been a somewhat naive expectation.

Since the free response items to the daily Post Session Reac-

tion instruments were discussed earlier in this report, those

discussions will not be repo ted in this se tion.

PARTICIPANT POST PROGRAM EVALUATION

Participant attitudes toward entire institute -ere obtained

on the eighth day. Two differ t for - of the instrument were

used, with one form for the educator participants who had been

involved in the e tire program and cond, shorter form for

the guest" participants who had J.)ecn invol' d in only certain

phases of the in titute. Each of these two instrun Its mny be

examined in Appendix B.

Since the t o instruments 1ifferecl corn-siderably, t- iir data

120--
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have been reported separatel% in this section with the

teacher participants' responses havinct been pr-sented first

Table 4 presents the percenta e of pos _ neutral, nega-

tive and no comments for each open-ended sentence on the

Particip nt Post Program E al -Lion (sec Appendix B) which

lent it-elf to such categori- tion of responses. ExL lina-

tion of this table reveals several interesting pieces of

information. First, a glance down the "Positiv " column

readily indicat s that more than half the participant-

made positive co-: ents for all open-ended sentences except

numbers four-and-six. A closer look at each of these tells

us that with item four, which began with "The SCSG _n on

success," only 1,5.1% made negative comments, and with iLem

six, which beg n with "The work load," only 30.1 made nega-

tive comments. Apparently then, while participants were not

overwhelmingly positive in their responses toward these two

items, they were even less overwhelm ngly nocja tive. This

wbuld seem to indicate that tl-e success session was n-t as

favorably rec ived as some other M72bSi ns and the wo k load

may have b rdered upon being too hvy.
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TABLE 4

PERCENTAGE cw, POSITIVE, i!EUTPAL, NEGATIVE AND NO
COMMENTS ON THE srn1=E COMPLETION

PORTION OF THE PARTICIPAW POST. PROGRAM EVALBATION

-.Open-Ended Sentences,

Positive
Comments

Neutral
Communts

NegatiVe
Comments

No
Comment,.

-eneral the program . . 90.6% 3.7% 5.7% 0=0%

_ The media used . 85.0% 7.5% 5r

- The session on success . 49.1% 24.5% 15.1% 11.31

6. The work_load , . 18 49.1% 30.1% 1.91

_ The session on life yle . 56.6% 18.9% 7.5% 17.0%

9. The advance information . . 54.7% 1.9% 17.0% 26.4%

_ The discussions on
,
community resource procedures. 60.4% 17.0% 11.3% 11.3%

11. The quality of instruction. 81.1% 1L3% 5.7% 1.9%

.13. The other -± -icipents . 7% 1.91 1.9% 7.5%

14. I learned = 90.6% 5.7% 0.0% 3.7%

122
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Table 5 presents th percent A e of "yes," "no" and omitted

(left blank) responses to all items which invited "yes" 3r

If o" responses on the Participant Critique portion of the

Participant Post Program Evaluation instrument. The t o

items which received the most overwhelmingly positive re-

sponses were it- s ten and benety-one. Responses 1.-o those

two questions tell that l0O of the LiarLiciants con-

sidered the program to II-we boon well-organized and felt

th t "the National Alliance of riusiiiessnieri is maki q an

important contribution to edu ation by sponsoring programs

such as this one."

While the two above- entioned items were the only ones to

receiv 100% p-sitive 'res-ponsos

further examination of these data re

,

reals that for all

othei items considerably more than half the participants'

responses were f vorable and pos tive.

It should be pointed out and emphasized that participan--

responded anonymously to both the daily Post Sessi Reac-

tion instrumelts and the Participant Program V.valuo-

tion instruments; therefore, the hIgh incidence of positiv

reactions evidenced by data obtained from both instruments

-u t be accepted as valid and truly -ndica ive of partici-

pant honest eval ations of the-in itute.
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TARE 5

PERCENTAGE OF "YES", "NO" AND OMITTED RESPONSES TO

CERTAIN ITEMS ON THE PARTICIPANT CRITIQUE PORTION OF THE PARTICIPANT POST PROM EVALUATION

ITEM

Percent of

"Yes"

Responses

- cent of !
Percent Who

"No" omitted the

Responses item (left

blank

5. .
Vas the institute too long to leave your work? '1 6i- 66.1%

6. Was the institute too short to learn the content?

7174 the discussion sessions too long be Eit and listen?

9. Were the sessions scheduled in appropriate sequence? - in

10. In general, was the program well-organized?

13,2% 84.9%

11 67,g%

5,7%

100.0% 0.01

86.8%

11.3%

"..riss,,=ka

1.91:

20,8%

7.6%

Did the content presuppose more or less than you knew? 7.5% 75.5%

0.0%

17.0%

13. Did you receive sufficient advance information on the program? 77.4% 20.7% 1.9%

14. Were you adequately oriented to the program?

15. Were staff members inaccessible or unapproachabL.

A
riW

16.Did you have sufficient opportunity to interact?

17. Wen you disappointed in any' way with the group of

-9 r;fr re

18. If you had it to do over gain, would you volunteer for the

rogram you have just comoloted?

19. If it is held again( will you recommend it?

20. Do you feel your understanding of career education has been

enriched?

c fei tot t 11172

90.61 5.7%

5.7% e6.6% 5,7%

92,5% 715% 0.0%

13.2% 84.9% 3.6%

86.8% 11.3% 1,95.

88.7% 5.6% 5.6%

94,3% 5.7% 0.0%

an,;t7crtant contrilicn to ,yiunticn 17-A* nnsor.ng crocrams

sucn as this or,;!?

0.1)%
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Table 6 presents perceived pi'cticipant achievement of 'en

major kn -ledge areas as indicated by responses on the

Participant Post Program Evaluation. Information revealed

by these data are quite dramatic. When one compares the

percent of participant r sp nses in the "before" and "after"

low columns, it is appar-nt thnt while many pa licipants

felt that their level of Understanding was low before the

institute only one knowledge area received any low rankin

aft_r the i -titute. These astonishii- data tell us that

only 1.9% of all the participants considered their level o

understanding to be low after the instit te had been cern-

pleted, and that I.

res urc PI

was in the area of ' qe of material

Further dramatic conclu ions can be dra,n after ex-lination

of the data presented in the col- n he?, "Pere ntage

DiLferelee Between High Rankings for Before and After."

These differences indicate before to after institute gains

of from 49.1% to 84.9% in participants' ranking of high

levels of understa ding. In other words, for every knowledge

ar-a considered, many more partic pants indicated that the

had a high level of understandirl after tY__ institute than

had indicated a high understanding h Lore Lho

So it is obvious that the majority of parti n ts f it that

their understanding _f all knowledge areas listed was greatly

increased as a result .of pairticipation in

126
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TABLE 6

PERCEIVED PARTICIPANT ACHIEVEMENT OF MAJOR KNOZEDGE AREAS

AS INDICATED BY RESPONSES TO TEN ITEMS ON

THE PARTICIPAVT POST PROGRAM EVALUATION *

MAJOR KNOWLEDGE AREAS

Lifestyle

Perceived Extent Of

Understanding

BEFORE

ne Institute

Perceived Extent of

Understanding

AFTER

The Institutt

Low

13.2%

Meaning of Success

Curriculum Relevancy

.Competition and Cooperation

Decision-Making and Career Planning

The World of Work

Use of Telelecture

11.3%

15,11

Low IM-edimHi'gh

18.8% 0.0% 11.3% 88.7%

49.1% 39.6% 0.0% 11.3% 88.7%

62.3% 22.6% 0.0% 11.3% 88.7%

66.0% 22.6% 0.0% 20.E 79.2%

56.7% 22.616 0.0% 20.8% 79.2%

28.a 0.0% 5,7% 94.3!,

3.8% 0.0% 36.01-.

41=5% 17.0% 0.0% 7.51 92.51

5.7% 1.9% 32.1% 66.0%

5.7% 0.01 9.41 90.6%

Medium Rich

68.0%

11.3%

20;71

52.9%

88.7, 7.5%

Use of Career Sneakers and Field Trips 141,51

Use of Ylaterial Resources 135.81 58.51

Use of Ccuunity Resources

*Data are reported in

56.61 I 37.7%

terms of percent of participants who checked each category.

Percentage

Difference

Between fi,igh

RanRings

For Before

;d After

+69.9%

+48.1%

+66.1%

+56.61

+56.6

+66,1%

+84.91
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Four items on the Participan f Post Program EN/ally-10ov doalt

'th fscilitie- and available materials. The responses to

each of these item, fell in each case into several logical

categories. Since the categories differ from item to item,

however, they are presented separately in Tables 7 through 10.

TABLE

SIGNIFICANCE OF SIIODTACG ON°

ITEM NUMBER AND WORDING

1. To what extent did the relative unavail-
ability of books and articles interfere
with your attempt to master the cOntent
_of_lhiE_EsEfram.

% of Rejionsos in each Category
None Some Greatly

77.4% 13.2% 9.4%

TABLE 8

SIGNIFICANCE OF REPRODUCED HANDOUTS

$ of responses in oa
ITEM NUMBER AND WORDING

d

To what extent did reproduced n terials
given to you by the staff improve
matters.

13.

Some
TO

20.6%

FEATU

TABLE 9

the FACILITIES WHICH WERE CONSIDERED TNADEcJUATE

__ Fe!,;:.onse8 In (,ach ratqory
, f 1Ind Quail LyiNn

I

1

3.,_37. I

I

ITEM NUMBED ADD WORDING EN=
24.5

Tom ),-,,rat,,

28.3

, , .
1.ripi,anL::

39.6%

:the r

3. Whieh featUre0 of the
Meeting rooms were
inadequate or not con-

_dUciVe tO learning?
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TABL 10

FEATURES OF THE FACILiTIES WHICH WERE CONSIDERED FAC ITATIVE TO LEARNTNG

, of Responses in cich Categor,
ITEM NUMBER
AND WORDING

All Were
.aoilitative

Adequate Work
S-are

Opeflfles and

1 Mobility
Tables Linci

Chairs

. Which features
(of the meet-

9.4% 15.175 11.31.
1

_.
1

7.5

ing rooms)
were especially_For
facilitative
(to learning)?

Appropriateness
Group Work Ligl_ ing

1.9%

OIler
I

No feL Oi3O

11.3% 7.5% 35.81

The data presented in these four tables indictc that must

participants wero not bothered bv the relative unavailabilit

of books and felt that materials r produced and handed --t by

the staff helped overcome any problem_ resulti q from the un-

availability of books. Also, while rather larc- percento

of participants indicated that the lighting a-I temperatui

we e not acceptable to them, a still greater pprcent had no

comp aints about the fa-'lities. And a-ong tho_ - features

of the facilities -Ihich were considered facilitative t- learn-

ing, more participants mentioned the adequacy of the work

space than any other feat

Item 7 of the C-iique Form section of the Particivr-

Program Evaluation dealt with the institute schdule. Re-

sponses been categorized and presented in Table 11.
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TABLE 11

PARTICIPANT SUCGFSTICNS FOR -SCHEDULE CHANGES

ITEM NUMBER
AND WORDING

of Fesotse al each citecjory
culd Not Have
Changed the
Scheduling

'qould Have

Shortened
the

Sessions

Wo Ld hive
Increased
the over-

all
len9.th of

time

--ould Not hTivL

Scheduled L
institute so
close to t e

start of
school

Othri

7. In what ways
would you
have changed
the schedul-
ing of the
organized
meetings?___

66;0% 11.3% 9.4% 5.7% 7.5%

As can be seen bv examina t= iOn of ''ab le 11, coiis iderobly wore

than half (CG% ) of the par cipanL1-3 were LI a Lisfi od with the

scheduling of-the,insititute, and those participants who were

less than satisfied were in disagreement over how the schedule

could be improved.

Item 12 Of the Critique Form section of -ti ipant Post

Program Evaluation asked participants about the relevance Of

the institute Responses to this item ha e been cetcqoried
and presented in Table 12.

TABLE 12

RELEVANCE OF SESSIONS

IT 1 /UMBER AND WORDING

_ onser 311 eh rutelory
Very

Revel ant

Somewha
Revevant

Not
Rolevan

No

Reseonse

12. To what extent w ro sessions
relevant to what you hoped to
accomplish durin the oro.rim?

75.5!:. l3.2 1.91, 7.J
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Examination,of Table 12 data reveals that Lite ma5orLy (75.5)

of the participants cons dertc1 the inst,tuto very relevant to

what they had hoped to accomplish during the prog

The final item on the Participant Post Program Evaluation .in-

strument asked three separate ques Lions of the participants.

Alle responses to the first of these questions have been pre-

sented in Table 13.

TABLE 13

PARTICIPANTS' NEGATIVE CRITICISMS OF THE INSTITUTE

ITEM NUMBER
AND WORDING

% of Resonses in each category
Nothing was
wrong with

it.

Too many rms/

too much paper-
work.

It was too long-
took too much
of mv time.

it was over Other
structured.

32. What was
wrong with
the :program?

69 11.3% 3.n, 3.81 11.3T

While the were some negative criticisms of Lhe institute by

far the greatest percentage of participants (69.8%) indicated

that they had no n g tiv- criticisms of the program. The second

part of item number 32 asked participants "What was especiallv

commendable in the program?" Responses to this question cliterod

SO widely that a logic 1 approach tO categorizing th_ comments

did not appear feasible. Some typical examples of these re-

ponses, however, are pre- nted below.

"Hope you get to use those organizing talents in some
other way- for the district."
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"Just a thank you."

"This program was important and pi-ovided us with
practical and helpful information. I appreciate
the opportunity to get trips, speakers, etc.
scheduled. It's nice to have these ready to' tart
the year."

"I was especially -pleased with the fact that all the
leaders were very accessible."

"I thought your planning for a variety of activities
was super. Your activities were planned like I plan
my school day so the children don't beceme bored."

"Responses and

The third part of it-
4,9

titude of businessmen ver Imend a I) I "

number 32 asked participants how .the -pro-

gram "could'have been b tter?" Again, a logical categorizing of

responses did not appear possible. Ho ever, the fact that 84,Z,-

participants made no response to this question could re-son bly

be interpreted as indication that they tho ght the progra_-

not have been any better. Typical examples of those sug. ons

that were otfered follow.

"The only thing that was unenjoyable about the institute
was the closeness to the beginning of school and the.heat.

"I wish the cafeteria had different lighting for better
viewing of the films.

"Less paper."

"Beginning sessions needed more parents. Longer time for
field trips - too hurried on the site."

As a means of summarizing the overall picture obtained from the

Participant Post Program Evaluation, a s-cond look at the Ei st

Item on this instrument appears in orcii. A graphic

tion of the resporses to this item may be examined in Figure 4.
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:''

100

90
90 .

Positive
Responses

3.77,

Neutral
Responses

5.7%

Negative
Responses

Figure 4. Percent of Participants Making Positive,
Neutral ancl_Negative Responses to COmplete

the Open-ended Sentence which began
"In General The Program. .
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Reactions fro participants (i e., bus moss persons,

pare--_ts, principals, students and other communi

pants who attended only certain portions of the institute)

also were obtained on the eighth day, and ciaLa Cr( this

iilstrument (which may be examined in A)pe -ix B ) wer- as

revealing as those _btain d from the teacher particip nts'

instrument.

resr_nses _ from only one item on this instrurent could

be categ_ 12?ed appropriately into positive, neutral and

negati-e type5,. _This:one item, however, was quite rove-

ing. It was an open-ended sentence identqi to the first

ope -ended sentence presented to t,acher participants for

the conrpIetion Data from responses t- this item have

been ----ented in Fig re 5.

A comparison of this Figure with Figure 4, which was pre-

sented on page 125 of this report, indici es that while the

vast majority of both teacher and quest participants re-

sponded positively to this item, the percentage was greater

-(90.6%) with the, teacher participants than with the guest

participants (73.3%). One might interpret _ being

indicative of a need for still greater involvement of

community (guest) participants in future institutes, if it

is reasonable to assu e that the teacher parL -nts'

longer exposure had any bearing on the gre tor percentage
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100

90

80

73.

3 . 3

Mega tivc_

Responses

Fla re 5. Percent of Guest Participants Making Po itiv6,
Neutral and Negative Responses to Complete the

Open-ended Sentence Which Began
"In general the ProgTam .
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of positive responses for thot group. Of course other fa tors

:undoubtedly were involved; and thus, more extensive research

would be required for proof of such conject

Item number 2 on the Guest Participant Post Program Evalua-

tion instrument was another openendec1 sentence. The respon.. s

to this item have been categorized in Table 14.

TABLE 14

WHAT GUEST PARTICIPANTS SAID THEY LIKED MOST
ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

ITEM NUMBER & WORDING .

_i_efRes,onses in ona. Ceqory
Interaction Friendliness

en husiasm

Content and
Orqnizition

Field
Tri-; 0 _-

No

Rsponsc

_ The thing I 1 ked
most . . . 63.3% 10.0%- lO.O 3.i 6.6% 6.6%

From examinatio percenta =- it is obvious th L cr

the majority of the guest participants 3%), interaction

was what they liked most about the institute.

,1tem number 3 was an open-ended sentence which called for

participants to specify what_ they liked least about the in-

stitute. R q ol-- to this item hnvo he 1 qnmmari.zod in

Table 15.
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TABLE 15

WHAT GUEST PARTICIPANTS SAID THEY LIKED LEAST
ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

Responses in .ach Cate

ITEM NUMBER AND WORDING

47-

Length
talks
oo ion

Having to
es-ond

Other
No

Rosponsos

10.0%

The percentages

'that twe-thirds

.thing about the

presented in Table 15 would tend to i dicate

of the guest participants did not dislike any-

institute.

Figure 6 presents a graphic display of the responses made te

the three items contained in Part II of the G =st Participant

Post Program Evaluation. It is obvious from exaMination.of

this illustration that the vast majority of Community Partic

pants responded f vorably to the institute so favorably, in

fact,that almost all of them (86.6%) indicated they would

volunteer for the pLogram again, an even greater percent

total (96.6%) said they would recommend the program to othe

and two-thirds (66.6%) said that their understanding of career

education concepts'had been enriched.

the

Part III of the instrument asked participants to assign a rank

of ,low, medium or high te their leVel of understanding on two

major concepts be_ re and 'after participation in the instit te.
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If you had It
do over again,

would you
volunteer for
the program?

Dior=

'If a program such
as this is held
again would you

recommend othors
to attend?

Figure C. Total Percent of "Yes" and "No" E
to Items 1, 2 and 3 of Part 11 on

the Guest Participant Post Program Evalua
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Figure 7 illustrates how part-icipants ranked their und :stand-

ing of the "meaning of succes " and Figure 8 shows how thev

ranked their understanding of curriculum relevan- Exa-ina-

_tion of these two figures makes it obvious that a qr at majority

of the participants felt .t thejr understanding of the concepts

of s-ccess and ourriculum relevancy had improved to a ligh degree

'during the in-titute.

IV of the Guest Participant P st Program Evaluation asked

three questions -hich merit separate consideration at this tiem.

The first of these questions asked participants "What was wrong

with this program?" Most participant .93.3?i) made no response

t all, which would tend to indicate that they considered nothing

to be wrong with the program. The rema ning 6.6% of participants

made several types of response- One indicated that defining

"success" was a "difficult if not -possible" task. Anothe in-

dicated that the large size of the group l.imited the effe tive-

ness of discussion and prevented _ any real accomplishment. One

respondant identified a feeling that much of the program feomed

"irrelevant to non-educators" and stated "there was little I

could contribute." This latter response was given by only one

participant, however, and no others voiced similar concerns.

The second question on Part IV asked par 'cipants "What was

especially commendable in this ogram?" Common_ Ls in rc!s[)onse

to this quest on were general in nature with stat-n 1- such as

"I feel the progrlm is good." and "Wish I could ha

more scssic _ 140
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MEDIUM
LOW. UNDERSTANDING

UNDERSTANDING

HIGH
UNDERSTANDING

(15.4%)

BEFORE
THE INSTITUTE

LOW UNDERSTAND G

(7.71)

MEDIUM
UNDERSTANDING UNDERSTANDING

(34.6%)

(57.7%)

AFTER
THE INSTITUTE

Figure 7. How Participants Ranked Their Understanding
of the Concept of Success Before and

After Participation in the Institute.
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HIGH
UNDERSTANDING

LOW
UNDERSTANDING

MEDIUM
UNDERSTANDING

BEFORE
THE INSTITUTE

MEDIUM
UNDERST1\ND11

DERSTANDING
(4%)

ME
UNDERSTANDTNG

(32%) (Gil%)

AFTER
THE INSTITUTE

Figure 8. How Participants Ranked their Understanding
of the Concept of Curriculum

Relevancy Before and After Participati n
ih the Institute.
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lOuestion three of Part IV wa "How could the progiain have been

i.better?" Only one participant made a suggestion on this item

by-.commenting "Please publicize this ahead of time to allow

e parents 7ticipation."

PRODUCTS

Participants w re -equired to complete a number-of prod -ts

during the institute. The product rocluhrements haiulouL which

was distributed,to participants may be examined in Appendix

Time was scheduled for completion of all products during the

institute s -thatparticipants-did n_t need to devote extra

hours to them.

All pro& ts were submitted to parti ci -s' ros

leade - for crit:cisms and suggestions, returned to partici-

pants for their revisions based.upon the criticisms and then

resubmitted to the team leaders. Because of this thorough in-

process revision, all preducts evidenced lOns: mast---, of the

concepts or skills involved in the objecLi--- they were

signedto accomplish.

Since 100% of the participants completed 1007 of the pr ducts

at a level which represented co. pletc mastery of the objectives,

a furthe' elaboration of the product e_aluation would appear

unwarranted in the context of this report. It should suffice

. to say that all staff re'especially pleased with the ob io

level of mastery on these products.
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-POST INSTITUTE CRIT_OUE 'FOP ,TPFF MEMBERS

-After the institute was comPleted members were asked to

re pond to a post institute q: =stionnair_ 'Mich request-1 their

evaluatiOn of such aspects of e institute as environmental

.conditions, organization, and perceiv d outcomes This ir

ment has 1-een included in Appendix B.

The first part of thiS instrument dealt with envirol- e al con-

ditions of the institute. Table 16 illustrates the responses

made by staff member to this part of the questionnaire.

TABLE 16

STAFF RATINGS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
OF THE TNSTITUTE

Number of Staff who Checked Ro!Tonse

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Excellent Satisfactory

Part1y
Satisfactory

Unsatis
Factory

Do N t
o

Institute Space 1 3 3 0 0

--, _

Other Work Spac 1 2 1 1 0

Teaching Equipme
and Aids

0 0

ReSenroe Materials 3 3 0 1 0

As can be seen by data in this table, teaching equipment and re-

sou ce materials were rated higher than either general institute
,,ispace or other work pacp. And it is obvious that, on the whole,

staff rated the

this aye,

illustrati

environmental conditions quite favqrably. Perhaps.

11 rati _n be seen best throu the owinq

on.
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Partly
Satisfactory

Figure 9. otaff Ratings- of Environmental
Conditions of the Institute

Unfati _actory

As this fig re indicate* .one third(32%) of the staff consid- _d

the environmental conditions to b ,eNcellent and close to half

(44%) rated tipm as satisfactory.

The second part of the Post institute Critique for Staff dealt

With in-titute participants. Table 17 lists the ros onses to

the vario suheateqories of this part.
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TABLE 17

STAFF RATINGS OF THE INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS

Num of tiff who Choc d oach Respou.10

I N S T I T UTE PARTICIPANTS

Excellen

-r------7

Partly

aqtory_Satisfactory,factorr

4 0

UnsaLis-

0

Do Not
Know__

0Appropriateness of Educational
Community Bac rounds

2.

Suffieiency of Experience
Prior to Institute

0 1

Willingness to Work 4 2 0 0 0

Intellectual Curiosity 3 3 0 0 0

Concern for Applicability of
Techni ues r wledc

0 o

Immediate Preparation
for Ii iVac

0 .
0- 0

As can by examination of this tahlo, in almost all

respects the participants wer- r_ted either excellent,or sat-

isfactory. No staff members checked the "uns tisfactory"

column for any of the factors involved, and only one response

fell within the "Do Not Kn ' category. With respect to this

latter response, it should be pointed o t that some staff

members did not deal directly with the participants; and so

it is logical to assume that 'the individual who marked this

response did so fer that reason.

The third part o_r. the instrument asked staff members to

evaluatn the organization of the institute. These data have

been preselted in Table 18.
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TABLP 18

STAFF RATINGS OF THE :NSTITUTF'S OR0ANIATIDN

Number of Staff ho Checked nch Resp_cm_e
nsatis-
factory

OGANIZATION
Excellen .Sa sfac-ory

Partly
Satisfactory

Do Not
Know

Sufficiency of Planning
,

1 3 2 1 0

Smoothness of Operation 0 4 3 0 0

J1daptability to Obstacles
and Feedback

0

Sensitivity to Grievances

Appropriateness of Time
Allotted for the Institute

2 5 0 0 0

Time Spent Efficiently 4 2 1 0

Events Sequenced Appropriately 4 9 1 0 0

Punctuality begin4ng_and,
endin s ions on time)

3 1

Alantity of Discussions 2 4 1 0 '0

Quality of Discussions 2 5 0 0 0

'2ua1ity of Institute Materials 2 4 1 0 0

Nality of Formal Presentations 4 3 0 0 0

Methods of Evaluation 4 2 0 1

Examination of these data indicates that no one checked the -"Do

Not Kno ' column on this.part of the instrument a d only two re-

sponses were placed-in the "unSa-isfacto-y" column. One staff

member indicated an unsatisfactory ratAng _or "suffl_dency of

planning" and one gave an "unsatisfa_tory" rating to "ro-thods

of evaluation. By far the majority of the responses fell in o

the "excell nt" and "satisfactory" categories, howover

better understanding of this ov- all favorable picture might be

gained by the following illustration.
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50.5%

.-51

Excellent SatIsfactory Partly
SatisfaeLor

Figure 10. Staff Patings of the Or lization
of the Institute.

Unsatisfactory

That the majority of the staff considered the organizati n to

have been good cannot be doubted after exa ination of this

.
figure; for, as it indicates, 86.0% (36.3 50.5) of the staff

rated a. t satisfactory or above.

Part IV of the instru--nt asked staff ibout the outcomes of

the institute. These data have been presented in Ta)le 19,

which font:res.
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TABLE 19

STAFF RATINGS OF THE OUTCOMES OF THE 1 ISTITUTE

Number of St.iff who CIiccIztc1 oach "-- -

OUTCOMES
Excellent SatisfEictery

Partly
5tifacLorv

1 tis-
_a _ory

Do Not
Know

Coverage of Intended Content 4 3 0 n 0

Improvement in Attitude Toward
Accountability by Partici_pants

1

1

0

0

0

1

0
increase in Participant

UnderstInding____

Responses indicated in this table show ve y positive r _ings

by- staff ls to the achieveme_t of anLicipated outcomes of the

institute. All staff rated the "Coverage of the i tended con-

te_lt" as either satisfactory or excellent, and all but one

-staff member rated the "increase in participant uncerstand-

ing" as excellent And with regard to "improvement in attit de

toward accountability by participants " th re were more "ex-

cellent" ratings than ratings in any other c _gory. On the

whole then, staff members appe- -ed to consider that the anti-

./ -
ieipated,outcomes of the in tute had, indeed, been ach eyed.

All of the other items on this in.tru -nt asked the staff to

co m nt on va ious free response items. A number of these

y requested further elaboration on the topics rated in

first four parts of the

asked entirely new questions and are
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for example, asked "Were you to have the same

assignment at another late, in what major ways, if

would you change your coli, _aution?" Several said they

would mak- no changes. S me of the other

follows:

olses were as

"I would like smaller groups to allow for a more
personal approach and more interactien. The
elementary group was too large to work with in
the team rooms."

"I could have done more -- others seeiiiecl ov-
worked."

ore organized"

"Much more time is needed for planning a d organ-
izing before the institute.a

Item 10 asked staff if they felt they "were adequately pr7--

pared for" their responsibilities -- ald th y were asked to

specify what could have prepared them be ter. Three staff

bers responded with "yes." Others co amented aST-lindicated

below:

"I did not feel totally prepared -- only because I'd
not been through the ex-erience. Now n ready and I
could do a better job.°

"No -- more organization ah ad of time."

"No -- more specifically defined -- aot so many last
minute changes."

"No -- I had not been involved in any of the planning
and thus had to do my duties somewhat blindly."

According to Lhosc responses, then, several staff members

would hive been more comfori-,a1 le with a greater amount of pl_p-

aration and plan .ing in advance of the institute."
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Item 11 asked the staff "Wer the oblectives you set for

yourself during the ins titute attai-ed?" Several responded

with simple "yes" answers, and one '.vith a "no." One 1-

mented as follows:

"Yes -- My objectives, though, were not totally
clear in my mind due to lack of the 'big picture.'"

Item 12 asked, "In what ways, any, did you as a st'ff

member benefit personally as a result of your participation

in this institute?" The responses were as follows:

"In the interaction with participants (their enthusia
and interest) and in the obvious teamwork of staff. I

always feel experience in presenting material is bone-
ficial_in_what you Will .do'in the fUture."

"Saw great methods for organizing, increa cd appreciation
for accountability, gained greater unders Landing of some
of the career education concepts I've been using for
years."

"personal reward of i action"

"I always benefit from the increased undersa ding the
participants receive."

"gained better k o ledge of Community Resources - vices"

"better acquainted with career od
district"

io_ staff, and

"I feel tha_ I know more about what things ono should
consider in organizing such an institute.-"---

The final item invited the staff to "-omment on iicedccl changes

for future intitutes, organization and scheduling problems

encountered, and miscella-=ous overall impresLiions." The

comments made have been quoted below:

"Although I had many frustrations concer-i-e myn- La 1-,==
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I'm hoping I can be involved again next year, because
I know I could improve reatly on the results of my
responsibilities."

"I feel materials could be more organized, and elim nate
most of the last minute demands for material."

"Too much paperwork -- Needed to vary this method for
promoting integration of career education concept- "

"Would suggest giving participants a choice on coii -
cepts on which to base lesson plans."

"A tremendous undertaking -- well -lanned I really
feel the participants got their money's worth!"

"I would like to see more community, business firms
and individuals involved next year."

On the whole then, staff members appeared enthusiastic and

positive imtheir.evaluations of the institute and yet,

simultaneously, open in their constructive critic Sill recrar

ways the institute might be improved in the f ture.

ing

DAILY OBSERVER LOG

One staff member (the one responsible fer evaluation. ) was -iven

the r sponsibility of serving as an observer to keep a log, or

record, of all activities as well as all questions and sug-

gestions which a-osc with regard to how (..he insLiLuLe mi4lt be

improved. The Daily Observer Log, which was used for this

purpose; has been included in Appendix B.

Several in-process changes occured as a direct result of this

obser-e- 's recording of such questions and concerns. For ex-

ampl-, participant feedback directly to the observer led to

the changing of the scheduled times :for administering the daily

Post Se-sion R-actions after a numberof partieipanLs spoke
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with the observer and told hr that: t ey felt :oo tire

respond adequately when these were admt istered

the last five minutes of the day. Consequently, the -ehed_le

was changed and the remaining daily Post Sessi-t Reactions

were administered first thing in the morning (wi t:he exce

tion of the instrument for day 8 lid not be handird

in such a way since participants would not have been return-

ina the followi o ning).

This in-- oceso log was particularly hel ft too, in prc td-

ing an e sily acc-- ible means of taking note of ideas for

J.mpiovement as they occurred to .,t-iff membe Throughout

the institute the staff frequently visited with the observer

for the purpose of advising her cx.: such suggestions. Typical

of the suggestions which were n de arc the followin

"We need to note that plerty of 'scratch paper
ould always be on hand for th- losson-prop7

aration sessions."

"we should have blank transparencies on hand
at all times."

"iviore time was need t to vis't with the lorkers
on the field trip."

"Need a better first,guestion for participart
responses during the curriculum relevancy pre-
sentation session."

The observer log has servecl as a walor tool for reporting

the events which occurred during this institute; and it will,

undoubtedly, receive further use in makincr any suqcjestocl re-

visions for futuie tituts.
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STAFF DEBR EFINC; SESSIONS

After t pa ticipan-s left each da staff members met to

discuss and critique the c FfccLivencss of the day's sessior'

The staff member responsible for evaluation kept a record

of these sessions. Among the major changes s ggested were

the folio ing:

Par icipants slould inLroc1uc th i-lelves the very
fir t thing in the "icebreaker" session cq the day.

The community participants should he hro jht in
earlier on day one.

o Handouts should be Oolor or nurnbei coded to avoid
confusion,

'Student participants should be allowed to remain
with their own school group.

Panelists should receive questions several days
in advance as a courtesy.

Reduce the ,number of lessons participants ore
required to write.

Participants need more preparation in the use- of,
the observation and interview forms.

Avoid inviting two speakers from the same site
in future inst tutes.

Don't assign specific questions to specific p_rti
ipants for fu ate career speaker sessions.

Make sure future field tri s ha-e ample time for
follow-up discussions.

Regroup participants more often, instead of keep-
ing them in the same groups over a long period of
Lime.

As a means of final summar'y for the evaluation of this ins
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a check should be macic of wh,. thor or not all of the

specified objectives of the tute wore, indeed,

accomplished. For that purp_ ,! Table 20 has b

provided.

15
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Table 20

ACCOMPLISEENT OF INTITUTE OBJECTIVES CHECKLIST

OBJECTIVES

Was It

Accomplished?

NO

Participants will describe their expectations re-

garding the training program.

What evidence do we

have of its accomplish-

ment?

Written description

from participants.

Participants will list several internal and exter-

nal factors which could influence one's career choice.

Participants will identify several reasons why people

work,

Participants will distinguish between-personal satis-

faction and dissatisfaction resulting from work,

Participants will describe several ways community re-

sources can be utilized by the schools to increase

the relevancy of tie curriculum.

Partici ants will demonstrate an increased understand-

ing of the fact that success can be achieved in many

different ways and an increased understanding of their

own, personal interpretation of success.

Participants will describe several ways the concept

of success can he handled in the classroom.

Participants will complete an on-site interview with

one or More workers to ascertain why they work, what

makes them feel successful, what their tasks are, and

the satisfiers and dissatisfiers of their jobs!

Participants will develop two lesson plans which teach

the concepts of "success" and "the value of work" that

are appropriate for use in their On classrooms.

In-process lists pre-

pared by participants,

Cognitive post assess-

ment instrument.

In-process lists pre-

ared by participants!

Cognitive post assess-

ment instrument.

Cognitive post assess-

ment instrument.

In-process lists pre-

pared by participants.

In-process completion

of observation & inter-

view forms!

Lesson-plan broducts.
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Table,20 (Continued)

OBJECTIVES

was It

Accomplished?

Whd-t evidence do w

have of its accom-

YES plishment?
_

10. Participants will .desoribe personal, social, and eco-

nomic aspectS of their own lifestyles and how these

.'
affect their occupations and vice-versa, if they do,

,

X Cognitive post assess-

ment instrum.ent. ,

,

11,- 'Participants will state why it is important for stu;

. dents to look at lifestyles while making tentative

career choices and identify ways this idea can be :

delivered to students,

X In-process identifica-

tion by participants.

12, Participants will describe several advantages to for-

mal observation tools and structured interviews to

'make observations of workers more meaningful!

X In-process description

by participants.

13. .Participants will list common factors of success and

lifestyle of those careers observed1

,

In-process c:mr,)iticql

of observation &

interview forms.

14. Participants will write a suggested lesson to

assist students in increasing their awareness

of the significant relationship between career

and lifestyle.

X Lesson-plan pr ducts. ,

15. Participants will develop a group list of ques X

tions for guest speakers. ,

, In-process group

lists.

._

16. Participants will identify formal learning ex-

periences and relate them to everyday work

activities.

X In-process identifi-

cation '& listing.

171 Participants will write a suggested lesson to

assist students in increasing their awareness

of the significant relationship between the

school curriculum and specific career ,require-

ments.

X Lesson-plan products.

,
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Table.20 (Continued)

OBJECTIVES

18. .Participants will describe workers tasks and

environments within several career clusters.

19. Participants will describe similarities and

differences of workers across career clusters.

20. Participants will select two types of work ex-

posure field trip sites which they wish their

students to explore, plan the work exposure

experiences and schedule them for the month of

September.

21, Participants will identify several spocific

mdia resources,cmpropriate for increasing

career awareness with their own students.

cos I

kcom_

iqh3t 6117.-6'0EcTF77--;

hag of its accom-

No .shmt?

In,process observation

old interview forms.

In,process observation

:
alio interview forms.

1c)fk Exposure Plan

(0bmitted product)!

22. Participants will specify at least three major

factors that should be considered and incorpor-

ated in planning and conducting an effective

field trip.

Participants will identify three ways cooperation

and competition play a part in their own occupa-

tional situations.

24. Participants will develop observation and inter-

view tools which will assist students in observ-

ing and interviewing
workers regarding the con-

cepts of cooperation and competition.

ineprocess identifi-

, cation.

ineprooess listing &

cognitive post assess-

mept instrument.

1-1tr,eSS identifi-

Ti-procbss tool

clevelopment

25.
Participants will write two lesson plans for teach-

ing the concepts of competition and cooperation

and interdependence of workers to their students,

Loson-plan product.
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Table20 (Continued)

las It 1.at evddence do we

OBJECTIVES Accomplished? have of its accom-

YES NO . plishment?

26. Participants will distinguish between certain eduea-

tion/community programs such as career exposure, X In-process identifi-

career exploration and adult parent shadowing: cation,
,_

2: Participants will describe several advantages of X In-process descri

using telelecture in the classroom situation, tion,
,

,

23 Participants will prepare a teleleeture request X Telelecture request

for use of telelecture with their own students, product. ,

,

29 Participants will describe several ways guest X ' ! in-process descrip-

speakers can be used to enhance the relevancy ; tins,

of tbi curriculum,
,

,-- .

Participants will describe at least one way they
:

can help students in tneir classrooms understand X ; In-process descrip-

the relationship Jetween decision-making and tions.
,

career planning,

31, Participants will prepare a list of questions

appropriate for a career seminar.

32, Participants will describe several advantages of

conducting career seminars for their students.

.
33. Participants whl develop written plans for using

career speakers in their classrooms,

16

,

34.; Participants will prepare a map of individual field

sites near their schools which can be utilized

during the year,

5, Participants will identify several advantages of

a career vehicle tau:,

V

in-process list

evelopmont.

In-tTrocess descriz-.

Eon.

Career-speaker clan

& request form (7r0-

duct):

Site identification

map (product),

In-process identifi-

cation.
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OBJECTIVES

Table'20 (Continued)

.-Participants will identify several factors which

-shou41 be considered in planning an effective

telelecture.

37. Participants will complete a miniproposel request

form for use of $24.00 for a substitute (to be

used by September 17th), instructional materials,

supplies or duplication.

_IJ8. Participants will outline a plan for implementa-

tion of career education in their own schools.

Was It

Accom lished?

YES NO

X

What evidence do we

have of its accom-

olishment?

cognitive post assess-

ment instrument.

Miniproposal request

product .

In-process outline

submitted for typing.



In final summary, then, it ii hop d thaL examination o

all the data which have been presented in this report will

leave no doubt in the reader's mind that this "Springboards

to Learning" Career Institute made a very re l and gnifi-

cant 'difference in the lives of all the individuals

were involved in it, and that these individuals, in Lu

now have the potential to make a real and significant dif-

ference in increasing the career awareness of all the students

with whom they come in contact.in tle future.
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